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With Three Days Left,
Hopefuls Stump Statewide

BANNERS — At the Murray Art Guild, banners for the Banner Contest, part of the Arts and Crafts Festival, are
displayed by (from left) Del Frazier, Roberta Terry, Emily Wolfson and Marcella Rung. The festival will be held June
16-17 at the Land Between The Lakes. Prizes for the banners will be S50,$25 and $15. Entries are due June Band may
be turned in with a $2 entry fee at the art guild or at the LBL office. For information, call the art guild at 753-9085 or
the arts and crafts office at L81 at 924-5602,ext. 291.

By BILL BERGSTROM
. Associated Press Writer
With three days left before the
prunary, one Democratic candidate
talked about coal and medical services,
another accused the governor of using
state agencies against him, and the
governor and the candidate he backs
for the Democratic nomination
stumped opposite ends of the state.
Former Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane talked Friday in Louisville
about medical services and at Ashland
about an Ohio ban on Kentucky coal.
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, DMayfield, at Pikeville, blamed Gov.
Julian Carroll for a Kentucky Registry
of Election Finance probe he said was
aimed at him.
Carroll was in Mayfield, meanwhile,
giving the mayor a $50,000 checkto help
build a convention center and sitYing
Hubbard was no longer in the race.
Former state Commerce Commissioner Terry McBrayer, the
governor's choice for the nomination,
made a helicopter tour of central and
southeast Kentucky.

Becomes Nation's Worst Airplane Disaster

Crash In Chicago Kills 271
By MARC WILSON
Associated Press Writer
CilICAGO tAP; — An engine fell off.'
Seconds later, the DC-10 crashed and
exploded. "It looked like a fire swept
through a clothing store and burned all
the mannequins," a rescue worker
said "Only they weren't mannequins."
They were the 271 people killed,
Friday when American Airlines Flight
191, en route from Chicago to • Los
Angeles, fell from the sky in the
nation's worst airplane crash.
The wide-body jet lost its left engine.

one of three, shortly after takeoff from
O'Hare International Airport. It rolled
to its ,left and crashed — hitting nose
first, then the left wing tip — before
going up in a roaring explosion.
"There was a ball of flame about 500
feet high and a heat wave," said Rich
Dusek, who saw the crash from his
nearby service staben.
There were no survivors, officials
said.
"They didn't stand a chance,"
Chicago_ Fire Commissioner Richard
Albrecht said after viewing the car-

KET To Cast Documentary
Roles In Murray Tuesday
Kentucky Educational Television is
producing a five-hour documentary
drama, part of which will be shot on
location in McCracken County.
Associate Producer Luralyn Lahr will
be corning to Murray this Tuesday to
cast some extra roles.
"This Other Eden" is a history of
Kentucky that will air on three cOnseeutive nights over KET sometime
next winter. Narrated by Patricia Neal,
the limited series features a campaign
speech by William Jennings Bryan on
the lawn of the McCracken County
Courthouse. Many extras will be
needed for that scene, according to Ms.
Lahr.
"This Tuesday afternoon, May 29, I
will be in Murray for a one-hour casting
session from 3:30 to 4:30 in the meeting
room of the Calloway County Public
Library. We will interview actors and
take pictures of them back to Lexington
for a final word from Co-Producer
Dorothy Peterson," Lahr said. "We
need about 35 men, women and
children_ Men's hair can be short to
collar length and facial hair is fine;

women should have shoulder length to
long hair; we are looking for a wide age
range in about 15 men, 10 women, and
10 children. Sorry, but there were no
braces in the late 1890's."
The scenes will be shot in one day but
the producers are asking the cast to
clear two dates in case of bad weather.
The work will be done between 8:00
a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on June 20 or 21.
"The pay is $15a day and a chance to be
a part of a fine television production,"
Lahr added.
The casting session will be held at the
same time and place as the Community
Theatre's 'auditions for "To Kill a
Mockingbiid." "We have heart about
the strength of the Calloway Co.
Theatre group and hope to involve as
many people as we can. Their director
has assured me there is no shortage of
willing and talented people there," said
Tim Ward, director and co-producer of
"This Other Eden."
All interested persons are invited to
drop by the library from 3;30 to 4:30
and possibly be cast in this television
production.

nage.
About 250 bodies were removed by 11.
p.m. CDT. The others were left overnight.
"Some are still buried under the
wreckage and we didn't want to disturb
the wreckage," said Douglas Dreifus.
an investigator with the National
Transportation Safety Board.
The investigators — from the NTSB
and the FBI — said they would begin
their inquiry today.
"You can bet your bottom dollar we'll
home in on the dropped engine," said
Elwood T. Driver, a member of the
NTSB.
Federal Aviation' Administration
spokesman Neal Callahan said, "It's
incredible but not unheard of" for an
engine to fall off.
Callahan said Flight 191's takeoff,
into a 30 mph wind, was "normal." But
seconds later, he said, an air traffic
controller "saw that the flight was in
trouble."
"The controller asked the plane if it
wanted to come back and what runway
it wanted," Callahan said.
"There was no answer."
Investigators recovered two flight
recorders from the wreckage. One is a
recording of voices in the coCkpit, the
other is a computerized digest of what
the plane did.
Callahan said a DC-10 should be able
to fly even with one engine missing.
"Yes, it should fly, no question about
that, but there may have not been
enough altitude. That's one thing that
will be determined in a further investigation."
Driver said the plane never got 500
feet high.
Michael Laughlin of Toronto was
inside the O'Hare terminal, taking
pictures, and caught the planes
descent with his camera.

AFL-CIO Says Inflation Report
Proves Carter's Program Is 'Flop'
By OWEN ULLMANN
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —:- The AFLcm says a new government report
showing inflation running at a 14 percent annual rate proves President
Carter's anti-inflation program "is a
flop."
AFL-C10 President George Meany
renewed his assault on Carter's
program as the Labor Department
reported Friday that large increases in
gasoline, food and housing costs
boosted consumer prices 1.1 percent
overall in April.
Together With March and February
price rises, the April figure translates
into a 14 percent annual inflation rate
for the last three montha, the steepest
climb since 1974. Lab! year, inflation
was at a 9.2 percent clip.
The governmentalso reported Friday
that an average worker's real weekly
earnings fell a record 2.6 percent from
March and a record 4.5 percent from
April 1978, because of inflation anti a 10day trucking strike involving 235,000
Teamsters.
Real earnings refers to money thin
-an be Spent on goods, services and

taxes after taking inflation into account.
Meany recalled that the administration asked in October, when
Carter unveiled his voluntary wageprice guidelines, for six months to
prove the effectiveness of the
president's program.
"The April consumer price Index
proves that the program is a flop,"
declared the 84-year-old Meany.
The Carter administration, which
now says it will take more than six
months for Carter's program to
moderate inflation, blamed the latest
consumer price rise on soaring energy,
food and housing costs.
Alfred E. Kahn, Carter's chief inflation fighter,said Friday there is "not
a hell of a lot" the government can do to
ease sharp increases for those thrqe
necessities because malTP of the
reasons for the price rises are beyond
the control of government policies.
Instead, he urged consumers to take
the initiative.
"Buy pork, not beef," he said, noting
that pork prices declined in April while
beef prices rose. "Use less gasoline,"
he suggested."Put off buying a house IZ

you can possibly afford it."
The latest Labor Department report
showed gasoline prices jumped 6
percent in April, the largest monthly
increase since March 1974, when the
Mideast oil embargo was nearing its
end.
During the 12 months ending in April,
gasoline prices have risen 23.4 percent.
Fuel oil prices, which Jumped 3.8
percent last month, have gone up 18
percent in the last year.
Food prices, which rose 0.9 percent In
April, have been advancing at a 15
percent annual rate for the last three
months.
Housing costs rose 1.1 percent in
April to sustain a14 percent annual rate
of increase for the last three 'tenths

Park Pools To Open
Monday For Seaion
The pools at the Murray-Calloway
County Park will open for the Xesson
this Monday, Memorial Day, according
to parks director Gary Hohman.
Holman said the pools will open at
noon Monday, May 28

"I had to force myself to shoot," he
said. "I couldn't believe what I was
seeing."
At 3:03 p.m., the plane smashed into
an abandoned private airfield just
yards from the Oasis mobile home
park.
Rescue workers could do no rescuing.
They removed bodies from the
wreckage and wrapped them in blue
plastic bags.
Deputy Chicago Police Chief Charles
Pepp organized the transfer of bodies to
a temporary morgue at an American
hangar at O'Hare.
"Get as many as possible in (each
van)," Pepp told his workers. "But
don't stack them. Treat them with
dignity, as if they were members of
your own family."
The disaster was the worst in U.S.
aviation. Last Sept. 25, 144 persons died
after a Pacific Southwest Airlines
jetliner collided over San Diego with a
small private Cessna.
Among those reported aboard the
doomed American jet were several
people in the publishing trade, en route
to an American Booksellers Association
convention. Four were affiliated with
Playboy
magazine,
including
managing editor Sheldon Wax and his
wife, humorist Judith Wax, who had
just published her autobiography.
American Airlines said the dead
included 258 passengers and 13 crew
members: a pilot, a copilot, a flight
engineer and 10 flight attendants, said
spokesman Art Jackson. One of the
passengers was an off-duty flight officer. The airline originally reported
255 passengers, the crew and two offduty attendants were aboard the craft.
However, the off-duty attendants did
not take the flight.
The pilot was Walter Lux of Tempe,
Ariz., 53, a former Air Force pilot who
had been flying for American since
1950.
Several people on the ground were
injured. Two were hospitalized. One
was listed Wcritical condition, one in
fair condition.
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And McBrayer's headquarters said a
labor group, not the McBrayer campaign, _circulated a tabloid listing 46
labor leaders as backing McBrayer.
Leonard S. Smith, executive
secretary of the Kentucky AFL-CIO,
which backs Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall,
said at a news conference, "This time
the McBrayer campaign has gone too
far, cranking up its own newspaper and
trying to pass it off as the official
publication of_ the _ AFL-CIO." He said

$100,000 Is Offered
Lewis To Withdraw
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A man
saying he spoke for several people
twice telephoned the headquarters of
Richard Lewis, Democratic candidate
for lieutenant governor Thursday, and
told an aide the group would give Lewis
6100,000 to get out of the race, the aide
said.
The aide was Donald Bordenkircher,
who resigrted as superintendent of the
Kentucky State Pententiary at
Eddyville to work for Lewis.
Borderkircher identified the caller as
Terry Derrington of Hartford, and said
he tape-recorded both conversations
without Derrington's knowledge. He
gave The Paducah Sun a copy of the
tape.
"They want to know if Richard would
get out they would put 6100,003 toward
his campaign and he would get out and
the west Kentucky vote would go more
towards (Bill) Cox," the caller identified as Derrington said.
Cox, like Lewis a resident of the 1st
District, is one of Lewis' opponents. If
one dropped out, it is speculated the
other would benefit greatly. .Cox, interviewed by WHAS radio in Louisville,
said he knew nothing of the offer.
"He'd belter take any offer he gets
between now and Tuesday because
after that nobody is going to be offering
him anything," Cox said. "It appears to
me on the face of it that this thing is
ridiculous."
The caller on the tape told Bordenkircher private polls showed Cox
leading the Democratic field but by a
narrow margin. The caller said he
spoke for friends of Cox, but also said

Cox did not know about the offer "as far
as I know."
In the second conversation, the caller
said, "I went into it deeper with them.
They want to make a legit campaign
contribution if Richard wants to gor and
they'll guarantee Richard retainers for
different companies after the election
and they will also guarantee support in
any other political endeavor."
The caller also said, "I want you to
know this. They came to me and wanted
me to talk because I've been working
for Richard up here"
Derrington, reached Friday, first
said he would not comment. Two hours
later he called the Sun and said: "I
want to clear this up."
He said he participated in the conversations Thursday and said the group
of people were friends of Lewis, not
Cox.
Derrington said, "We understood
Richard's possibly going to pull out. We
wanted to see somebody from western
Kentucky ( elected lieutenant governor
that could help western Kentucky and
we did not want Richard to go down
financially."
Financial reports indicate the Lewis
campaign is heavily in debt.
In the second taped conversation the
caller said, "Several people from
western Kentucky (are) involved in it,
close to Richard."
Derrington said Friday that all were
in coal-related businesses, but refused
to name them.
Bordenkircher said, "Richard Lewis
See LEWIS
Page 12,Column 4

Charity Ball Will Assist
Mental Health Programs
From MCCC Center
The Charity Ball on June 2, at the
Murray-CallOway County Country Club
will aid local mental health and mental
retardation programs. The proceeds
from the annual Charity Ball so to aid
the further development and sustaining
the delivery of mental health-mental
retardation services through the
Murray-Calloway
County • Comprehensive Care Center. Several special programs .that have
been implemented in recent years at
the Murray Comprehensive Care
Center have proved to be useful to those
people who were aware on them and
'made use of them. A significant percentage of the services involve marital
counseling, in which an attempt is
made to involve both the husband and
the wife in developing better communication techniques and learning to
be more honest with each other about
their feelings. Often the counselor is in
fact only helping the couple find ways to
help themselves communicate better.

Another large group of people served
are juveniles and their families who
come to the center with various
behavior
and
communication
problems, which often have been
allowed to develop to the point where
the juvenile or adolescent is acting out
in self-destructive ways. These services
are usually most helpful when the
entire family can be involved in
counseling, a spokesman said.
A major area of concern in our
society are alcohol-drug problems the
Partly cloudy,tonight with lows • spokesman added. Many persons
in the 40s to law 50s. A chance of
referren for treatment are referred
rain Sunday with highs in the low
from family members, courts, and law
30s. Winds southwesterly and
officials. Treatment is usually more
diminishing from 20 mph. Rain
helpful when a person enters it
chances 30 percent Sunday.
voluntarily the spokesman said.
"The fact that most referrals come as
The extended forecast calls for
involuntary or under pressure signifies
partly cloudy skies and mild
the position too many of us hold; that
conditions Monday through
these alcohol-drug problems are
Wednesday, with highs in the 705
mainly problems or issues which should
and lows In the 50s
or can be dealt with by a person
exerting
-011
wftI
trot

partly cloudy

the sheet was the same size as the AFLCIO's "Kentucky Labor News"and was
entitled "Kentucky Labor's New
Leader" with the last word on a
separate line.
He accused the McBrayer camp of
"trying to steal the support and endorsement that he couldn't win ... The
truth is Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall is the
endorsed candidate..." He said he did
not know how many had been
distributed.

power," the spokesman said. Most
knowledgeable and experienced
workers in the field believe that
alcohol-drug abuse problems are often
symptoms of underlying personality,
relations, or other emotional difficulties. This understanding of alcoholdrug problems seems to indicate that
persons need treatment- with individual, group, or group self-help
counseling, such as provided at the
Murray Comprehensive Care Center
and in local independent groups such as
Alcoholics Anonymous and Recovery.
Another major service program in
the local center is the Aftercare
Program in which the Psychiatric
Nurse, Psychiatrist, and other staff
work with persons who have been
hospitalized in psychiatric hospitals in
the past. The goal of this program is to
help these people make appropriate
adjustment to life outside an institution
and to insure that both group therapy,
group activites and medication are
available in order to maintain these
people in their home or personal care
home. Frequent therapeutic contact
can insure that these persons do not
regress to the point of having to return
to a psychiatric hospital for extended
periods of time.
The center also offers an Adult
Activity Program under the direct
leadership and financial responsiblity
of the local Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board. This progran3. is
directed towards serving the special
educational-learning needs of adults
who are developmentally disabled. The
AdufrAttivity Program is for persons
17 years and older who have developmentally disabled and cannot be employed or take part in the regular
educational system This class meets
daily. The purpose is to provide
education, social and recreational
enrichment daily while these adults live
at home with their families The activities of this program are centered on
developing the highest level of self-help
and self-maintenance possible for the
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Events Listed For Coma*unity Calendar
Saturday, May 26
Mr. and Mrs. Solon F.
Darnell twill be honored a
reception for their 50th
wedding anniversary from 2 to
5 p.m. at the Community
Room, North Branch, Peoples
Bank. The family requests
that guests not bring gifts.

Sunday, May 27
and Mrs. Come E.
Jorig'will be honored a
reception at the Community
Room, Murray Federal
Savings and Loan, Seventh
and Main Streets, from 2 to 5
p.m. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.

Tuesday, May 29
Murrayof
Meeting
Calloway County Senior
Citizens Advisory Board has
been changed to June 5 due to
the Primary Election.

1

Wednesday, May 30
St. Leo's Women's Guild will
have a luncheon at Paris
Landing State Park with the
group to leave the church
parking lot at 11:15 a.m.

NiLittay

kLecigez
S

Your Individual
Horoscope

Times

Teresa Smith Is
Honored At Shower

•1:/1\
+,414\v

Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,MAY 27, 1979
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Girls Gymnastics
Summer Classes
Start June 4th
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Enroll Now 753-0129

Three Days.
Three Dinners.
One SpecialPrice.
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BEYOND
THE POSEIDON ADVENTURE
The greatest adventure story ever filrned...is not yet over.
BEYOND THE POSE IDOKy ADVENTURE
Starring MICHAEL CAINE • SALLY FIELD • TEl EY SAVALAS • PE TER BOYLE • JACK WARDEN • SHIRLEY KNIGHT
MALDEN as 'Wilbur • Screenplay by NELSON GIODING
LIM PICKENS • and SHIRLEY JONES • and KARt
Based upon a Novel by PAUI GAL LICO • P•oduced and Directed by IRVVIN ALLEN • Music by JERRY FIELDING
Technicolor • Panavision • From Warner Brns 0 A Arno, ConmuoVIMOoS CO 0 19/11 Warner Oros cc
1PG MIER MAW 181B18148-
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The Murray Appliance ad which appeared in Friday's
Murray Ledger & Times TV Guide had incorrect
prices.
The Ad should have read:
Sale
Was $339.93

Price

GE Filter Flo Washers.h..00 $27995
GE Dryer
9995
Was $239.95

Save $40.00

We Are Sorry For Any Inconvenience

Sale Price

WEDNESDAY
Chicken Fried
Sleek Moiler
Then, each day. you've dot your
of a Baked Potato or French Fries. Toast.
any Drink:and a trip to our Soup n
Salad Bar

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

79

Quality that keeps you combs'back.
Bel-Air center

Murray

-
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Mahan-Smith
Vows To Be
Read On
June 1

1Deak
By Abigail Van Buren

Plans for the wedding of
Miss Ann Fields Mahan,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas F. rahan of Fulton,
and William Alton Smith, Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Smith of Murray, have been
announced.
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DEAR ABBY: I've been going with this 29-year-old man
from Ireland. I'm 20. I love him dearly, and he loves me and
wants to marry me, but. Abby. you would .not believe how
cheap he is!.
He takes me out and spends money on me, and has even
bought me some nice gifts, but he will not spend a penny on
himself. He lives with the barest necessities. I had to beg
him to buy a kitchen table and chairs for his apartment
because he felt as long as he had a coffee table and a couch
he didn't need anything else. We will'drag the two chairs
and coffee table from the living room into the kitchen!)
He doesn't have a bedroom set either. He sleeps on a bare
mattress on the floor.
It's not that he can't afford a few pieces of furniture- he
ean;lie just doesn't want to spend any money. I've had my.
dad and brothers and friends talk to him, but he's stubborn
as a mple. That's why I'm writing to you.
I don't want to marry him in the hope that one day he'll
change and spend some money. I want to be sure now, or
else start looking for someone else. I want to get Married
soon.
STUCK ON AN IRISHMAN'
DEAR STUCK: If you love this penny-pinching Irishman,
make a list of everything he needs Iwithin reason and within
his means). If he gives you one of those fighting Irish
battles, make another list -of eligible men you know.
DEAR ABBY: In 14 years of marriage, my husband has
never said,"1 love you.- Yet I know he does. How do I know?
Let me count the ways:
He appreciates my efforts as a wife, mother and
homemaker. Although he's never told me so in so many
words, he brags about me to others.
He never corrects me in public. He doesn't drink, gamble
or try to make me jealous by flirtiti with other women in my presence. When he's wrong. he says, "I'm sorry.': When
I'm wrong, he doesn't keep reminding me of it. He never
says "my" house or "my" children-it's always "ours."
I could go on and on. So what if he finds it difficult to put
into words what he feels'? There are many men to whom
words come easily, but talk is cheap. Performance is what
really co'unts.
LUCKY IN LOVE
DEAR LUCKY: Your husband is equally lucky to have a
woman Who understands his inability to articulate his feelings. I agree, actions do speak louder than words, but to
some, words are the music of love,
DEAR ABBY: My husband insisted that Gary, Our
12-year-old son, get a paper route to teach him responsibility
and the value of money. Gary is our only child, a little spoiled and not the most ambitious kid in the world. He has a
morning and Sunday route, io he has to get up it 4:45 to get
those papers delivered. It's pitch dark at that hour and
we're afraid to let him take his bike, so 1 get up and drive
him in our station wagon whiie he throws the papers.
Lately. Gary stays up late studying and 1 _haven't.. the
heart to wiike,him up at 4:45. so I let him sleep and I deliver
the papers alone. , _
Abby. I am 47 years old and I don't need a piper rout?.
I've asked my husband to let Gary quit his route, but he
says, "No. it will make a man out of him.- Meanwhile.
making a wreck out of me2What do you suggest?
HELPFUL MOM
DEAR MOM: Quit doings single and wake up Gary. If he
requires more sleep, hell manage to get to bed earlier. les
generous of parents to help their kids with their_paper
routes, but where's papa?
Do yew wish you had more Mends/ For the secret of
y, get Abby'. new booklet; "How To Be Popular,
wI al4iro tever'Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long,
self-addressed, stamped 128 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Leaky DrIva,Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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Vote For

CARROLL HUBBARD

One of Our Own. .
for Governor

Carroll Hubbard is the only candidate for
governor from *west of Louisville in the
Democratic primary on Tuesday, May 29.
Not only does he make Mayfield his home,
but he was born in Murray and has served
Calloway County well as both state senator
and congressman. Think about it — and be
practical. Wouldn't you really rather have
one of our own as the next governor of Kentucky?
Help make government a servant of the people swim

Vote Hubbard May 19
Paid for by Mules Windsor, Lynn Grove

Of

C.

MARY BOGARD, right, won the championship flight of the Ladies Spring Golf Tournament held at the Oaks Country Club on May 19. Mrs. Bogard tied with Carolyn Caldwell with a score of 86 for the championship flight, but Mrs04logard won on the third
hole in a playoff. Low putts in that flight went to Wanda Brown. Others named were:
First flight- Carita Lamb, pictured center,first, Grace James,second,and Debbie Brapch, low putts; Second Hight- Burfene Brewer, pictured left, first, Patsy Neale, second,
arid Peggy Noel, low putts; Debbie Branch, nearest to hole on 10; Wanda Brown,
nearest to hole on 8; Carolyn Caldwell, longest drive on 2 Grace James, most
congenial.

Alpha Mu Chapter Meets
At Home Of Janet Denton
Atpba Mu Chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha met at
the home of Mrs. Janet Denton
for the May business meeting.
Mrs. Barb Witte was pledged
as a new member.
A bingo party was planned
for May 17 at Westview
Nursing Home. Mrs. Ethelyn
Loberger gave a report on
volunteer work at the hospital
gift shop and at the Special
Olympics. As garage Sale was
scheduled for May 19 at Mrs.
Kathie Fleming's home on the
corner of N. 16th and Story.
A report on tht4,state ESA
convention attended__by
Kathie, Pam Sheilds, and
Linda Damron was given. The
Alpha Mu Chapter placed first
in the state in philanthropic
monies raised and donated to
St. Jude Children's Research

Hospital. An educational
award was also presented to

Barb Witte
-New Member
the local chapter.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY,MAY 28, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, .„read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

you're in the mood for
privacy, be alert for an opportunity to socialize.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
—
Your social life should be
active now. Keep in touch with
ARIES
eve
friends at a distance. A
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) I
Neighborhood visits should private business meeting
be pleasant. Pick up needed leads to an unusual ophousehold items. Family portunity.
members are supportive. LIBRA
_n_r7L
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) --"'
Financial gains.
A friend will appreciate
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
your interest and advice.
- You're able to express Career gains may lead to a
yourself to good advantage. celebration
with
later
You'll accomplish a lot by business associates.
phone and letter. Capitalize on SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
financial opportunity.
Business negotiations
GEMINI
I May 21 to June 20i
should be successful. Visitors
Chances are you'll pick up frpm afar brighten up the
Many useful items shopping social scene. Legal matters
today. Be on the lookout for should go well.
bargains in out of the way SAGITTARIUS
shops.
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
CANCER
Work done today should lead
( June 21 to July 22)
to positive financial results.
You may hear of a financial Make travel plans with close
tip. Social life is-busy and full ones. Accept an invitation to a
of romantic opportunity. Be cultural event.
yourself for best results.
CAPRICORN
LEO
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
kkro.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Highly pleasurable tunes
Behind-the-scene career for the romantically inclined.
moves pay off. Even though Work proceeds smoothly and
leisure moments find you
relaxed and content.
AQUARIUS
( San. 20 to Feb. 18)
`-• '
Sharing thoughts with loved
ones brings joy. A productive
work day adds to feelings of
well-being. Domestic matters
go well.
PISCES
X %.•-•
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Others are responsive to
your ideas. Make an important domestic decision.
Enjoy relaxing moments in
the company of loved ones.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
natural affinity for the written
and spoken word. Both artistic
and scientific, you can succeed as an author, journalist,
copywriter, lecturer, and
poet. Avoid a tendency t°
scatter your energies, for your
best success comes thiough a
assume
willingness
to
responsibility. Though independent, you have the
ability to work with others. A
little self-forgetfulness is good
for you. At times you're too
concerned with your own
importance, though you do
have executive talents. Flirthdate of: Ian Fleming,
author;
Louis Agassit,
naturalist.
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A jewel_pin ceremony was
held for first year members-.
Pam
Shields,
Ethelyn
_Loberger, Janet Denton,
Sarah Horner and Marie
Forrester.
Thp officers for the 1979-80
year were elected. They are as
follows: President, Linda
Damron; vice president,
Marie Forrester; recording
secretary, Sarah Horner;
corresponding secretary,
Barb Witte; treasurer, Kathie
Fleming; educational
director; Ethelyn Loberger;
parliamentarian, Peggy
Fulcher; historian, scrapbodk
and publicity, Jean Fleming;
jonquil girl, Faye Austin;
contact and chaplain, Janet
Denton.
Those attending not already
mentioned were Rita Cummings and guest, Jonnie Duke.

Renee Sledd
Honored At
Event Here
Miss Karen Renee Sledd,
July 14th bride-elect of Ronnie
Norwood, was the honoree at a
personal shower held on
Thursday, May 3, at 7 p.m. at
the home of Sue McDougal.
The hostesses for the bridal
event were Ms. McDougal,
Trisha McKinney, and Stacey
Adams.
For the occasion the
honoree was presented a
spring silk floral arrangement
by the hostesses. She opened
her gifts for the guests to view.
Refreshments of finger
sandwiches, chips, dip, and
Cokes were served by the
hostesses.
Fourteen persons were
present or sent gifts.

40KID
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Of interest To

Senior Citizens)
Menus Listed For Week Of
Local Nutrition Program

The menus for the Nutrition
The double ring ceremony Program for the Elderly at the
will be performed by the Rev. Douglas Community Center
Gordon Henderson at 6:30 for the week, May 28 to June 1,
p.m. on Friday, June 1, at the have been released. These are
First United Methodist also the menus for "Meals On
Church, Fulton. Mrs, Edward Wheels" program here.
Any senior citizen desiring
Benedict, organist., will
present a program of nuptial to eat at the cener, but who
does not have a ride, may call
music.
753-8938, between It) a.m. to 2
Miss Mahan has chosen her p.m. It is necessary for percollege roommate, Mrs. sons to call a day in advance
Dennis Waldroup of Willough- for reservations for the lunby, Ohio, as matron of honor. cheon, according to Wilma
Bridesmaids will be Denise Wilson, site manager.
Homra,Cincinnati, Ohio, Mrs.
Menus are-as follows:
Jeff Barclay and Mrs. Bill
Monday-beef stew, carrots
Bard of Fulton, and Mrs. Billy and potatoes, broccoli, celery
Rushing of Clinton.
and cheese sticks, hot roll,
butter, plums, cookies, and
Mike Bowen of St. Paul,
milk.
Minn., will be the best man.
Tuesday-hamburger steak,
Groomsmen will be Bob
baked potato, green peas, hot
Mahan, Fulton, brother of the
roll, butter, orange cake,
bride-elect, Alan Benedict,
Miami, Fla., brother-in-law of bawa,and milk.
Wednesday-fried chicken,
-the- groom-elect, Ronnie
baked
beans, cote-slaw, hot
Homra, Louisville, and David
roll, butter, carrifruit.salad,
Hand, Washington, D.C.
Laura Bradley will be the and milk.
Thursday--spaghetti,
flower girl, and Mary Ellen
cheese,
green beans, tossed
Meacham will keep the guest.
salad, Italian dressing, hot
register.
roll, butter, apple crisp,tapple,
A reception will follow at the
and milk.
Fulton Country Club.
Friday-barbecue turkey,
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding baked beans, brussel sprouts,
and the reception.
VOLUNTARY
Voluntary health servicesof which the Easter Seal
Society is just one - have
made possible in America the
most efficient and farreaching help to those in need
Singles Unlimited will meet of any nation in the world.
Monday, May 28, at 7:30 p.m.
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
This is for all single adults
over 18 years of age.
Special speaker will be
Trooper Richard Wright,
Public Affairs Officers for the
Kentucky State Police. His
subject will be "Crime
Prevention in The Home."
Members are asked to bring
snacks or cookies for the
social hour.

Singles Unlimited

To Hear Trooper

hot roll, butter, peach and
cream, peaches,and milk.
On Wednesday, May 30, a
diabetes and blood pressure
check is scheduled at the
Douglas Community Center
for any person over 60 years of
age. This will begin at 10 a.m.,
and for those having the
checkup are asked to please
not eat breakfast before
coming to the center, Ms.
Wilson said.

Bridal Coffee
AlHome For
Bride-elect
The home of

Mrs. William
G. Read of Murray was the
setting for an informal coffee
held Thursday morning, May
17, complimenting Miss Ann
Mahan of Fulton, who will be
married te- W. A. Smith, Jr.,
Murray, on June 1 at the First,
United Methodist -Church,
Fulton.
Cohostesses were Mrs.
Howard Koenen, Mrs. Rex
Galloway, and Mrs. Kenneth
Smith.
Guests called between 10
a.m. and noon and were
served coffee and Cokes with
party delicacies. The dining
table was centered with' a
multi-colored silk flower
arrangement.
Out of town guests included
Mrs. Thomas Mahan, mother
of .the bride-elect, and Mrs.
Howard Edwards,Fulton.

ELECT

Harry Russell
To
City Council

May 29th
Paid for by thefandidate

Free Sundae
on Memorial Dae.
So let
loose, and
have yourself a
sundae to remember.
A big, gooey one with
everything on it We supply the
goodies. You supply the imagination. Your sundae's guaranteed to
be just the way you like it. too

FLAMING FACTS
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) The world's worst fire record
in terms of deaths, injuries
and property destruction is
held by the. United States,
according t6 a Honeywell
report.

Because
you'll build it. And
like they say: If you
want something done
right do it yourself
Free sundae with any meal
purchase, except
sandwiches.
Monday. May 28th.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Bel-Air Center

BILL PHI
LLI
PS
or
STATE REPRESENTATIVE

We Will Be Closed
Monday, May 28th
In Order For Our
Employees To Enjoy
The Memorial Day Holiday

YOUR VOTE
IS IMPORTANT
Many people teli me they are discouraged
with government these days - and they have
good reason to feel that way.
But it can never improve by merely turning
your back on it at election time.
Remember that the Prime Minister in
England was elected by just one vote.

Bank of Murray.
FDIC

A

Please take just one hour off on Tuesday
and go to the polls. Make your wishes
known.

VOTE MAY 29 FOR BILL PHILLIPS STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Paid for by Cornmittee to Meet Rill 411i1ik,S

e• Representative Ronnie Jackson, Treasurer
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Letters To The Editor

Supports Thelma Stovall
Dear Editor:
I have never been exactly sure what
made the difference between statesmen
and politicians. I do believe, however,
that Governors Combs and Carroll have
placed themselves in the later category
by their statements about U. Governor
Stovall.
In their eagerness to insure the
election of their protegee and to
maintain their own power they have
resorted to the statement that "electing
Stovall in May is tantamount to electing
Nunn in December."
This reveals (1) that they have been
unable to find anything else with which
to attack her,(2)they know she is about
to beat their boy, and ( 3) they underestimate the loyalty and clear
thinking of Kentucky Democrats.
I ask the voters to consider where the
schism actually is in the Democratic
party? Who has been attacking the

10 Years Ago
R. L Ward was presented with the
"Mr. Frigidaire" award by James
Roby, division manager for Frigidaire,
at a special event held at the Holiday
Inn.
Deaths reported include Robert
Ferguson, Mrs. Bessie Hawley Hudson,
67, and Mrs. Ralph S. Patterson.
Named as Yards of the Mtinth by the
Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club were Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Tinsley, 1513 Kirkwood, Mr. and Mrs
Greg Miller, 710 Vine, Mr. and Mrs.

peace, whose mind is stayed on
thee: because he trusteth in
thee. Isaiah 26:3.
The poise of truly great touls
is based on a steadfast trusth
God. For the kingdom and the
power and the glory are GOd's
forever and ever. Amen.

Charles Schultz, 901 Olive, and Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Bailey, 1714 Olive Street.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Yates, Jr., on May 8.
Patricia Evans was installed as
worthy advisor of Murray Assembly
No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls.
Amos Darrell Tackett, son of Mr. and
Mrs'. Amos Tackett of Murray, will
graduate June 1 from the Vanderbilt
University School of Medicine, Nashville, Tenn.
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Honor graduates are Jerry Shroat,
Michael McCasey, Robert Burton,
Ralph Oliver, Bonita Maddox, and
Jimmy Thompson.
"Dancearama 59" will be presented
May 2$ at 7:3.0 p.m. at the Murray High
School auditorium by the students of
Lyndia Nicks Dance Studio.
Marilyn Kay Parks celebrated her
sixth birthday with a party given by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rudell Parks, at
their home on Sycamore Street.
Ice cream is listed at 59 cents for onehalf gallon in the ad for Kroger this
week

Marilyn Chester, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Chester of Brewers, and
Lewis Sutton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ottis
Lewis Sutton of Hickman, have been
awarded the two scholarships given
annually to two outstanding seniors in
the area by the Alumni Association of
Murray State College.

For Burchard

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, May 26, the 1.46th
day of 1979. There are 219 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1868, an attempt to
Impeach President Andrew Johnson
was defeated in the Senate by one vote.
On this date:
In 1790, Tennessee was organized as a
territory.
In 1805, Napoleon Bonaparte was
crowned King of Italy.
In 1864, the Montana Territory was
organized.
In 1962, European extremists in
Algiers bombed and burned out 18
elementary school buildings.
In 1967, the U.S. disclesed that an
American navy „plane had mistakenly
crossed over Chinese territory during a
bombing mission against targets in
North Vietnam.
In 1972, President Rihard- Nixon and
Soviet leaders signed two arms
agreements in Moscow, limiting the
growth of U.S. and Soviet nuclear arsenals.
Ten years ago. The U.S. Apollo 10
astronauts returned safely to earth
after a successful eight-day dress
rehearsal for the first Apollo moon
landing, scheduled for July.
Five years ago: It was announced
that Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
had virtually resolved the major issues
holding up an accord between Israel
and Syria for a troop separation on the
Golan Heights.
One year ago: President Joaquin
Belaguer of the Dominican Republic
was defeated by Antonio Guzman in a
national election.
Today's birthdays: Actor John
Wayne is 72. Former White House
consultant William Magruder is 56.
Businessman Laurance Rockefeller is
69. Star quarterback Dan Pastorim of
the Houston Oilers is 30.
Thought for today: To go slowly and
a
to live a long time are brothers
Dutch proverb.

Dear -Editor:
We are in support for Forrest Burchard for State Senator. His upmost
interest is for the farmer as he is a
dedicated farmer and will promote
more money for rural roads, school
improvements and creek drainage and
if elected he will promote gasohol
production in Kertucky. We urge you to
vote for Forrest Burchard, State
Senator, Tuesday May 29.
The Jimmy Cooper Family
Murray, Ky.

40 Years Ago
A disease which has already killed 40
hogs on seven farms in the Blakely
community in Calloway County was
diagnosed May 24 by W. C. Glockner of
the Department of Animal InduStry,
Washington, as cholera, according to
County Agent J. T. Cochran.
Deaths reported this week include
James Wesley Wilson, 19, and Jadie
Lee Tyler, 28, the latter two killed in a
motorcyle-car collision north of
Murray, Mrs. Nannie Gholson, William
Thomas Hatcher, 68, Mrs. Sallie
McCuiston, 76, Ed Cole, 60, Mrs. Daisy
Outland, 79, Mrs. Vera Willingham, and
Thomas Alfred Jones, 68.
Members of the senior class of
Murray Training School are Bill
Allison, Lena Mae Boyd, James Boyd,
Franklin Curd, Emma Sue Gibson,
Mary Grisham, J. D. Hamilton, Eddie
Sue Hicks, Amittal Hillman, Conrad H.
Jones, James Lassiter, Billy Lipford,
Grayson McClure, Bob Melugin, G. C.
Miller, Rutherford Mogan, Calvin
Morris, Barbara Shackelford, Anne
Thompson, Frances Vance, Mildred
Winchester, and Mary Brown Work-

man.
The top five honor students in the
senior class at Kirksey High School
were Aliese James, Sue Marine, Robert
Carlton, Kathleen Myers, and Joe
Jones.
Miss Frankie Williams, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Williams, was
named Strawberry Queen of Calloway
County and as an attendant to Miss
Frances King, heath, queen of Western
Kentucky, in an election which included
11 counties in West Kentucky, and three
each in West Tennesse and South
Illinois.
Miss Jane Melugin, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford Melugin, sailed May
23 from New Orleans, La., on a tour of
European countris.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jessie Story and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Parks.
The Murray Lumber Company has
received a contract from the Tennessee
Valley Authority for 22,500 stakes to be
used in surveying.
The Speer Family of Lawrenceburg,
Tenn., will preseht a concert at Hazel
High School on May 30.

50 Years Ago
Pauline Johnson was a member of the
graduating class of 1929 at Murray High
School. Her name was omitted in the
list published last week.
A chapter of the Girl Scouts of
America was organized here May 21
with 32 charter members enrolled. Miss
Dorothy Caplinger, Mrs. Clifford
Melugin, and Mrs. John Weatherly will
be in charge of the work.
Members of the cast of the -play,
May
"After You I'm Next," presented
High
Murray
of
class
17 by the junior
School were Robert McElrath, Martha
James,
Lou Lassiter, Grover Wood
Mason ROSS, Stanfill Cutchin, Frances
Broach, Will Mayer, Evelyn Crawford,
Burtlean Mahan, Frances Holton, and
Scott
Robbie Mae Broach. Mrs. G. B.
sponsors.
and Jack Gardner were
Murray
The accomplishments of
the
State Teachers College and
of
citizens
the
by
made
progress
article
an
in
Murray are described
published in the "Derby Edition" of the
Kentucky Progress magazine for May.

Miss Anna Diltz Holton, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Holton of Murray,
has been elected May'Queen by the
student body"of Murray State Teachers
College.
Marriages announced this week
include Clarice Morgan to J. Madison
Sparkman on May 11, Viva Paschall to
Shannon Ellis on May 11, and Fannie
Edna Jones to Rufus Atkins on May 18.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Childers.
Hugh L. Houston,son of Dr. arid Mrs.
E. B. Houston of Murray, has recently
been elected to the Kentucky Chapter of
the society of Sigma XI as an associate
member at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington, where he will receive his
Master of Science degree on June 3. He
will enter the Vanderbilt Medical
College in September. ,
Dr. John W. Carr, dean of Murray
State Teachers College, has addressed
the graduating classes of the high
schools at Beelerton, Cottage Grove,
Tenn., Hickman, Cerulean Springs, and
Lewisport this month.

anecdotes: stone5 and familIcno(es.)

Early Courts
In the old days, one hundred fifty
years of more ago, the making of a
professional man seemed to be a much
less complicated affair than it is today.
of
classes
major
two
The
"professions," lawyers and doctors,
were not the result of many long years
of schooling, as is the case today, but
more the end result of a desire to
become such and then following in the
steps of a mentor.
Althoughlhere were colleges to train
such men even then, West Kentucky
was far enough removed from such
institutes of higher learning that men
with such ambitions usually just "took
their training" locally. After a few
years of tagging along after a licensed
physician or attorney, the yOung
protegee was deemed to have enough
experience to start practice on his
own—in those days, when they said
"practice" they meant it literally!
It is amusing to read through old
court records—although they are often
thought to be stuffy and dry material—
and just see what kinds of problems our
early settlers had. On court dockets,
along with the usual petty theft and
assault charges which are still with us
today, one will also see many charges
of "profanity" and swearing. Can you
imagine how crowded court calendars
would be today, if those old laws were
still enforsed?
The law, in those days, had its own
ideas on the seriousness of crimes, and
reading them now makes one wonder
just how far removed from the Old West
Kentucky actually was. A man could be
imprisoned or hanged for horse stealing
but still go free for killing another
person, depending on whether or not the
judge thought the murder was justified.
Courts controlled many aspects of
early life. Tavern rates (including
food )were set by the courts, roads were
surveyed and build according to court
orders, deeds were proved, and just
about every aspect of community life
was controlled by our early ancestors'
judicial leaders.
Early deeds are another source of
amusement, The art of surveying had
not yet been perfected, and many early
deeds were vague to the point of
uselessness. One deed, recorded in
I.yon County, began:"Beginning with a
srnall negro boy standing in a field.."
These deeds were so vague that when
the many of the people who lived between the rivers began selling their land
to TVA, they were often surprised 'it
meetly how rmich land they had
having held the land for generation.s
without knowing exactly how many
acres were involved.
Next week, we will go into the history
of a man by the name of Pennington,
4from Christian County, who lived a life

of crime that was truly amazing for
that time.
The general tone of public morality
was also enforsed regarding the sanctity of the Sabbath. Evidently one could
be arrested for working on Stmday, or.
for that matter, doing other things
which were not in keeping with the
Sabbath. To wit: "...on the fifteenth day
of July, in the year one thousand eight
hundred arid twenty-one, on the Sabbath day in the Circuit aforesaid did
assault and beat one James Gillum,
which said business of assault and
beating the said James Gillum by the
said John Wooldridge on the Sabbath
day aforesaid, was not an ordinary
household office of daily necessity, or
work of necessity or charity,.. and
against the peace and dignity of the
Commonwealth of K entirettY "
In other words, assault is bad enough
during the week, and even might be
necessary, but is totally unnecessary on
Sunday.
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Dear Editor.
Forrest Burchard is my only choice
for state senator. As a young person I
am around many young men who have
grown up on the farm and ,are now
begining to really take an interest in
their future as a farmer.
Forrest Burchard shows this same
interest in enthusiasm with in. As
young people we want the man who
knows what farming 15 all about who 19
"down to earth," friendly, dependable
and best of all a farmer himsed.
I sincerely urge you to cast your vote
for Forrest Burchard State Senator
Tuesday May 29_
Miss Jan Cooper
Murray, Ky.
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WRITE A LETTER
letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
includNi for verification. The phone
number will not be published. Letters should be typewritten. and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject-any letter and
lunit frequent writers!
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071. -

Cash Bonuses
Limited Time Only!

You can get $1,500 cash or up to $2,000 for college
tuition when you join the Army Reserve in Murray.
You will also learn a skiil which could prepare you
for high paying civilian jobs; earn a retirement pension; get low cost group life insurance and more.
You will earn -all this by serving one weekend a
month and two weeks each year with the Murray
Army Reserve Unit.
This bonus offer is for a limited time only,so don't
wait. Find out today if you are qualified for the Army Reserve Bonus Program.

Call Army Reserve
Opportunities
502/442-2949
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For Burchard

Today
In History

i I Column of historical and genealogical
New officers of the Murray Lions
Club are Dr. A. H. Kopperud, R. L
Cooper, Dewey Ragsdale,0. A. Adams,
W. B. Moser, Henry Fulton, Noel
Melugin, H. 4. Bailey, M. C. Ellis, and
Shelby Hadden.
Elected as new officers of the Murray
Junior Chamber of Commerce were
James Lassite, Lester Nanny, Dr. H. B.
Bailey, Jr., Bill Shelton, Wayne Flora,
and Buford Hurt.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Lovett of
Columbus, Ohio, are the guests of her
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Rainey T. Wells.
Mr. Lovett is a former publisher of The
Ledger & Times.

stands to benefit Most from a Carroll
Hubbard administration.
Mr. Carroll Hubbard ha;the ability,
youth, energy and political experience
to be a competent governor of Kentucky.
I shall cast my vote for our candidate
for governor. Sincerely,
Hugh A. Noffsinger

Dear Editor:
I support Rep_ Carroll Hubbard for
the Democratic nomination for
governor of Kentucky.
Mr. Carroll Hubbard is the only
candidate for governor in either party
who lives in West Kentucky. In fact,
Mr. Hubbard is the only candidate who
comes from a town west of Louisville.
A casual observation of the performance of past governors shows that
they bestow their favors on..their home
territory. Therefore West Kentucky

Echoes From The Past

30 Years Ago
The Western Kentucky Stages
Company headed the list in the 17th
annual safety contest which closed
March 31 between four bus lines. WKS
was first with the highest miles per
accident that has been made by any
company in all the contests.

Supports Carroll Hubbard

Dear Editor:
I support Dan E. Kenedy for commissioner of agriculture because he is a
farmer, supports all farm products and
if elected will promote the manufacture
of gasohol with the use of farm grain to
create an energy supply.
I request your vote on May 29 for the
electin of Don E. Kenedy for commissioner of agriculture.
Jimmy Cooper
Murray, Ky.

Murray Ledger & Times

20 Years Ago
Among the winners in the
Democratic Primary Election were
Bert T. Combs, governor, Wilson W.
Wyatt, It. governor, George E. Overbey, state senator, Henry H. Carter,
secretary of state, John B.
Breckenridge, attorney general, James
W. Schneider, auditor, Emerson "Doc"
of
commissioner
Beauchamp,
agriculture.
Frank Ellis, administrative assistant
to Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield,
will deliver the commencement address to 35 graduating seniors at the
Murray Training School on May 28.

•

Bible Thought For
Kefiedy
Thou wilt keep him in perfect

Looking Back

I think Governors Combs and Carroll
should consider the picture they are
presenting to the voters when they
belittle our Lt. Governor Stovall who
has served the people for thirty years
The voter will notice that they did not
criticize the way she ran the offices of
Secretary of State, Treasurer, or
Lieutenant Governor. They attacked
her in an area of speculation, only.
With her basis of experience and
fairdealing with all the people I believe
she has earned the right to serve as our
next Governor.
Jean Blankenship
Murray, Ky.

present administration most? It is not
U. Governor Stovall. Is it not logical to
assume that just as many supporters of
other candidates might break away
after the primary if the administration
candidate is elected? After all, they
have been much more divisive in their
campaigns than she has.
I believe most Democrats will work
very hard for their candidate in May,
and will then support the winner in
November. I give them more credit
than to believe that they will be such
poor losers that they will desert to the
Republican camp. Their memories are
surely not Soa short

I
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Benton AmusementPark
Under New Management
BENTON — Officials of
Kaintuck Territory, Inc., a 1.8
million dollar family entertainment facility near
Benton, have announced today
that WIG., Inc., a privately
held Kentucky corporation,
has purchased this 103 acre
park. WIG., Inc. president,
H. Robert Ferneau, confirmed
the purchase,—the
park will open on schedule
May 26, 1979, with general
admission tickets holding the
line at $5.50 for adults and
$4.50 for children. Doug
Oldham and Friends, a
country gospel act, will serve
as the opening attraction.
Located in Marshall County
just 15 miles from Paducah,
"Kairituck Territory" is leas
than 5 miles from Kentucky
Dam and the KentuckyBarkley Lakes. The state has
spent over 100 million dollars
upgrading and improving the
adjoining recreational
facilities and many of the
surrounding hotel-motel
operations include "ICaintuck
Territory" tickets in their
special package rates.
General manager Clarence
McGillen, Jr stated that
WI G., Inc. plans to maintain
and steadily improve and

Tanning Salon Opening Soon

expand the entire family park.
Open from late May through
These plans include some the Labor Day Weekend,
renovations of the 1,500-seat, "Kaintuck Territory" also
air conditioned indoor theater, provides a wide range of
the 5,000-seat outdoor am- kiddie rides, educational
phitheater, the 1,500-seat, programs and local artsopen-air concert shell and two crafts shows. Each week,
smaller stages, the Bella concerts
country,
in
Union Palace and Old bluegrass, hillbilly, pop or
McDonald's Farm.
gospel with stars like Loretta
All entertainment in the Lynn, Johnny Cash, Barbara
park conforms to the overall Mandrell, Freddie Fender and
1880's theme, and many ctif- Conway Twitty bring the best
re rent
shows
run of Nashville to "ICaintuck
simultaneously throughout the
Territory" stages.
day. "The Possum Slough
Excellent food and beverage
Show" with Kentucky Rifle
service is available at the
demonstrations and lots of
Powderhorn Cafe and from
hillbilly family fun; "The
two carry-out shops - Aggie's Medicine Man Show;" "The Snack and Sweet Shoppe and
Saloon Show" presenting canMolly's Eatin' Place.
can dancers arid authentic
Group rates and senior
vaudeville entertainers; "The
discounts
citizens
are
Steam Train Ride" featuring available and purchase of a
a real hold-up by the Kissing
concert ticket includes all of
Bandit; a well-known puppet
Kaintuck's family fun atshow and "Old McDonald's
tractions. For further inFarm" are some of the period
formation write: Kaintuck
presentations attracting large
Territory, Benton Kentucky
audiences each season.
42025 or call (5021
'
527-1393.
According to Bill Willingham,
director of entertainment, a
new show called "Our
American Heritage" written
by production manager Jerry
Abbitt, will open this year in
the enclosed theater.

FOR
THE BIRDS,
NOT PEOPLE.

Grover H. Burkett, RC,
1706 Holiday Murray, Area
.Mager for Woodmen of
the World Life Insurance
Society, has been in Omaha,
Nebr.,
attending
a
Management II School at the
Society's home office in the
Woodmen Tower.
The School, designed
especially for newly appointed area managers and
selected area managers of
longer service, emphasizes
supervision and , refatsionship wtrth the field force.
The classes were. conducted by Mel Evans,
Educational Manager; John
de Rosset, Instructor; and
David Opchurch,Instructor.

Tantrific Sun,-Inc , a new
business enterprise based on
an
innovative
tanning
procedure has announced the
opening of a Tantrific Sun
Tanning Salon franchise
operation in the Dixieland
Shopping Center on Chestnut
Street in Murray.
"We have,for the first time
in history,captured the idea of
bringing _the- sim intigi9rs,"
said Danny Watson of
Dyersburg, Tenn., one of the
owners -of the new Murray
Tantrific Sun Tanning Salon.
"Through a safe, fun and
unique method, men and
women can now maintain an
attractive, golden tan yearround with little effort."

Customers Enjoy Private Tanning Booth

Department of Education
To Conduct
Bus Mechanics Clinic
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Overhead powerlines can be
dangerous, so don't touch one.
When carrying a metal pole or
ladder, make sure it is clear of the
power lines.

West Ky. Rural Electric 112
:
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

Announce
\Curtis Overby as their new
casualty agent. Curtis a
native of Graves County has
been in Memphis, Tn.
associated
with
Transamerican and Cottonbelt insurance group companies for
the past 10 years.
Curtis will now be dealing with all areas of
property and casualty insurance as well as
commercial sales and service.

KING INSURANCE
Representatives of
GRANGE
INTEGON
PROVIDENT
AETNA
TRANSAMERICA
PROGRESSIVE
INTEGRITY
MID WEST

We at the
Par.,

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to

Call
The Murray
Insurance Agency
and compare.
Maybe I Can save you
some money on topquality protection.
whatever your.insgrance needs.

ge
ou
•na
ay

Grover Burkett

Allstate

You're in good hands.

't

Albootr Innurnme
- Northbrook II

Tantrific Sun,Inc.

•
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Soh
Gm,8164/tto
Owino Itirmegton
Dam Shipiey
Ti.Scrims

THE
MURRAY INSURANCE
AGENCY

fe* weeks. For more information about the salon's
unique tanning program just
phone 753-3011, or visit the
Grand Opening activities for salon, located in the Dixie
the Murray salon are ten- Land Shopping Center on
tatively scheduled for the next Chestnut Street.

GUESS WHAT'S UP!
OUR NEW SIGN% ARE UP
ALSO
OUR LISTINGS ARE UP,
OUR SALES ARE UP,

A Sure Sign For'79

We al Kt:leered Realty asks b.yg sad WINK real estate
easy her yea!
Moray Ill

/II Iwo

With
corporate
headquarters in Searcy, Ark.,
FRANKFORT
The one of these meetings," Jones plus
—
hundreds of salons
Kentucky 'Department of said. "The technical aspect of opening
across the country.,
Education_will conduct four school bus construction is Tantrific
Sun is expanding its
rapidly
changing, and without
clinics for school bus
operations. Franchises are
mechanics to aequaint them formal instruction, it will be opening in over
50 markets
with new equipment on buses. impossible for school bus nationwide,
including
' New
More than 150 are expected to maintenance personnel to York City, Dallas-Ft. Worth,
remain
competent."
attend the sessions,r
Chicago, Los Angeles, San
The first clinic will be held
Francisco, Houston, Nashville
June 5 at Rowan County High Public Emmy No. 1
and others across the entire
School, Morehead. The others
U.S.
are scheduled for June 7,
The American people believe
Madison Central High School, inflation is the number one problem "And we're proud to have a
salon operation in Murray,"
Richmond; June 12, Hardin in the nation today,7
The American Council of Life said Grady Mason, chairman
Central Junior High School.
Elizabethtown; and June 14, Insurance found in its latest. public of the board of Tantrific Sun,
North Hopkins High School, opinion survey that inflation was Inc. "Because of Murray's
named the nation's most serious location it is an excellent spot
Madisonville.
Paul Jones, director of the problem by 54 percent of the re- for the tanning salon."
Division of pupil tran- spondents. while unemployment "We have a new idea that is
sportation in the department, ranked second with II percent:
says instruction will cover
automotive electrical
syitems, body preventive
maintenance, high-power
brakes and air brakes, and
high energy ignitimsystem.
"We feel that it is'extreffiely
important that all school bus
maintenance personnel attend

DAVID KING INSURANCE SERVICES
I

"According to James Shipman, a co-owner also of
Dyersburg, Tantrific Sun,Inc.
has developed a marketable
tanning program — complete
with ultraviolet lights from
Westinghouse research,
modern tanning booths,
private dressing rooms and
computerized technology._ The
Murray Tantrific Sun Tanning
Salon features a special
poolside decor and extensive
tanning booth facilities.

catching on even quicker than
we had imagined," said Mrs.
Ann Watsoo, Danny's wife,
also a co-owner.

DANK NOTES
Our "Dollar" started
f.)
with Thomas Jefferson.
byBitt Boyd

In 1784, he advocated
the dollar as a monetary
unit because Americans
were more familiar with
the Spanish dollar than
with the British pound.

Do you have trouble keeping track of your
dollars? Why not open a checking account
today?

PEOPLEs*
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Member FDIC

County Attorney Max Parker
And = Commonwealth's Attorney
Ron Christopher
Think That
Jack Smith
Has The Qualifications
To Be The Best
Attorney General
Kentucky Has Ever Had.

Consumer protection, domestic violence,crime in the
streets and in our schools,illegal disposal of toxic waste,
utility rate increaties, white collatiorime...all of these are areas
which fall under thetresponsibility of the Attorney General.
It's a big job. And Jack
Smith, with a lifetime of public
service in the field ofjustice, is
the man for the job.
He has been:
*Secretary of the Kentucky
Department of Justice
*United States Attorney for
the Western District of
Kentucky
*Chief Judge of the Jefferson Quarterly Court
*Special Counsel to Senator
Walter '.'Dee" Huddaeston
on the Senate Select Committee investigating U.S.
Intelligence
•Director of the Metropaiian Nareotics Strike Force
in Louisville
•With the Orgarkized Crime
"and Racketeering Striki._ •
Force of the I
Department of Justice

Jack Smith has the qualifications to be the best Auorney
General Kentucky has ever had.
But before he can be your Attorney General, he needs your support and vote in the Democratic •
primary May 29th. Elect Jack
Smith 1()I TR Attorney General.

Jack
iii
ith
Attorney (*general
il Weat Maio Strrrt, Lol000llt
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Grich Spoils Baumgarten
No-Hitter; Chisox Cruise
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer

420

A no-hitter would have been
a nice birthday present for
got
Ross Baumgarten vs..,
what he really wanted - a
win.
"We're here to win games,
no-hitters,"
pitch
not
Baumgarten, who will be 24
years old Sunday, said after
allowing one hit in eight innings - Bobby Grich's leadoff
double in the seventh- as the
Chicago White Sox rolled to a
over the
6-1 triumph
California Angels and Nolan
Ryan Friday night.

the Milwaukee Brewers
nipped the Oakland A's 3-2.
The BaltimoreDetroit, BostonToronto and New YorkCleveland games were rainee-.
out.
Baumgarten allowed the
Angels an unearned run,
walked eight, struck out five
and was replaced by Randy
Scarbery after walking the
first two batters in the ninth.
Lamar Johnson provided
most of the White Sox' offense
with a single, double and,
triple, driving in ...our runs1br
the second consecutive game.

innings while Bochte and Julio
Cruz delivered RBI singles in
the opener.
. -sspitoyals 4, Twins 3
Amos Otis had three hits
and drove in two,. runs, in-

cluding the game-winner in
the ninth inning. Otis doubled
off Minnesota relief ace Mike
Marshall to score Willie
Wilson, who led off the ninth
with his second triple of the
game. Marshall also yielded
the tying run in the eighth on a

ill I

Ind
exp

double by Otis, who had three
hits, and Pete LaCock's
Darrell
single.
Porter
homered for the Royals off
Minnesota starter Roger

bet
wal
Sur
the

Erickson.
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Brewers 3, A's 2
Gorman Thomas singled
home the winning run with two
out in the eighth inning and
Sixto Lezcano clubbed a pair
of home runs, lifting Mike
Caldwell to his first victory
since

April

11
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we4
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get
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Mariners 3-5, Rangers 2-3

Leon Roberts, who had
three singles in the opener,
Grich ripped the first pitch belted a two-run homer as
of the seventh inning - "A Seattle won the nightcap
slider that didn't slide," behind the eighthit pitching of
Baumgarten Said - just in- Rick Honeycutt. In the opeoer,
side the left field line to ruin Seattle starter Mike Parrott
the rookie left-hander's no-hit went 62-3 innings, yielding
to& hits, before getting relief
bid.
"He_ was thinking that I'd help from Byron McLaughlin
take the first pitch since we/ and Shane Hawley.
Roberts' second-inning'
were behind," said Grich.
erased a 2-0 Texas lead
homer
inches
two
came
he
y,
"Actuall
in- the nightcap and the
from throwinga no-hitter."
In other American League Mariners went ahead in the
action, the Seattle Mariners third on a single by Ruppert
swept a doubleheader from Jones, an error and Dan
the Texas Rangers 3-2 and 5-3, Meyer's single. Willie_Florton
the Kansas City Royals edged ahd Biuce Bochte added RBI
the Minnesota Twins 4-3 and singles in the fifth and ninth
AMERICAN LEAGUE

eat

in the girls high school Second Region tennis tourStarr Jones returns a shot against Rose Denney of Mayfield during play
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
nament yesterday. Jones won 6-1,6-2 but fell in the quarterfinals.

Harvey Remembers
Haddix Recounts Game That Was Almost Perfect

Adcock passed _ him on the
Not a Braves batter reached one run."
By FRANK BROWN
basepaths.
Harvey?
double,
A
•
base.
AP Sports Writer
"So the game was over, but
then
scored,
Mantilla
"Yep.
"Fastball and slider. That
NEW YORK - The details
knew what the score
touched
nobody
and
Aaron went
-are still fresh in his mind, as was it. I had excellent control second.
next day, (National
The
off.
was.
walking
as
said
though Parvey Haddix had with either pitch."
t) Warren
Presiden
running
League
Aaron
w
the field,
"
pitched the game last week Haddix. •
it was a 1-0 score,'
ruled
Giles
mound
itcher's
.t
across
could
you
-Heck, Harvey,
and not 20 years ago today.
toward 1te dugout and said Haddix.
Then again, it isn't every day have knocked a gnat off their
Skinner,
Bob
:a man pitches 12 perfect in- noses," added
nings of.baseball and loses in like Haddix noW a coach with
the Pirates.
the 13th.
All this time, through five
So many things stand out:
the pre-game meeting in innings...tlirough six innings,
which Haddix was going over nobody talked to Hadcibt.
'I went to bat in the seventh
the Milwaukee lineup, telling
his teammates on the Pitt- inning, and their catcher, Del
sburgh Piratpa: how he would Crandall, said, 'You got a
pitch to eacti of the Braves pretty good game going here.'
Mary!: Earyl Greer Lyon Co..
Two Murray High singles Seay
Otherwise, nobody talked to
that night at County Stadium.
d. David Sutherland University Heights),
a players and both Tiger Brian Edwards (Hopkireville d Kevin
"Don Hoak got up and said, me the whole game. I was
; Kenny Arnold West
doubles teams advanced to Morgan Tilghman
guy."
e
lonesom
those
pitvh
you
if
,
'Harvey
Hopkins id Nathan Rolston (Tilghman's.;
Second
the
in
play
today's
the
d Chip Lanthen
Murray.
ninth,
a
Mickey Cochran
He got the
hitters like that, you'll throw
Region high school tennis thrup Caldwell); Chris Howard
no-hitter," Haddix recalled. '10th, 11th and 12th. Then came
d Bill Horn University
tournament at the Murray (Mayfield)
;'It broke up the meeting. I the 13th.
Heights.. Mark Tuaries , Christian Co d
s.
complexe
tennis
State
Eddie Fuller Providence.. Greg Mower
"The first man up, Felix
.never did finish going over`the
(Fort Campbell. d Dave Toney Marshall
played
Warner
Brent
normal
a
hit
on
out
,
went
Mantilla
hitters. We just
County. Harry Boyd Hopkinsalle d
Mayfield's Kenny Summer, Kevin Norman Lyon Co
grounder to third. About a
the field to play ball."
l
semifina
one
Second Round
Play they did. On May 26, five-hopper," said Haddix. the No. 1 seed, in
match otoday. The other
Summers d. Cornell 63,64; Hancockd.
1959, Haddix and Milwaukee's "Hoak picked it usiklooked at
Warner d ingan 44. 66-2.
64.4-6.
HarBraten
Chris
l
Lew Burdette stole the the ball in his gldlIF- that's semifina pitted
3. 6-1. Edwards d Greer 64,6-1; Cochran
against
Mayfield
of
wood
and
had
he
time
d Arnold 6-2. 6-1. Harwoodd Ezell 6-4,44.
spotlight. Burdette was how much
of St. Mary.
7-6; Moored Tuarles 6-4, 44, 6-4; Cooper
shutting out Pittsburgh, threw it in the dirt to Rocky, Mercus Cooper
d Boyd 3-6. 64 6-2.
Mickey
Tiger,
Another
first
The
base.
of
first
one
at
Nelson
Third Round
despite 12 Pirate hits
through
d
advance
,
Cochran
Summecn. d Flancock 4-6, 60 61.
them by Haddix - and man on was their 37th batter.
44,6-3, 6-1. Harwood
pllEdwards
Warner
to
:'Mathews sacrificed him to two rounds before falling
Haddix, the lefthander they
d Cochran 44,74,64, Cooper d Moore 6.
Harwood
was
guy
1. 6-4
called -Kitten," was mowing second, and the next
Carol Dick, the No. 2 seed,
Hank Aaron. I walked him
down batter after batter.
Boys Doubles
d to the semis of the
"Ther0 was nothing close to intentionally to set up the advance
Mestan-Titienor (Caldwell) d Coa4 raft
victories
two
with
play
girls
(University Heights) 6-0, 1-1, A ustun
being a hit," he recalled. force or the double play.
Overbey Murray d Elston-Vandenbnnk
"Then came Joe Adcock. and faced Laurie Wolfe of (West
"They hit some balls hard, but
Hopkins 6.1.6-3, Kennedy-Noonar
•
,
Mayfield.
(St Mary. d Elston-Vtumuz Chrintan 6they were right at guys. There The second pitch to him was a
Kathy
Candy Jackson and
2. 6-4. Shurnaker-Houser Lame Oak , d
were no running, diving slider, up and away,and he hit
, 6-0, 6-0
top-seeded in girls Pelson-Finegan Ft Campbell
catches or anything like that." it right over the right-center Outland,
Behles-Jenluns .Hopkinsville won to.
two
through
breezed
default. Dowell-Waliams Lyon Co
Nothing like that. Just outs. field fence - for a double and doubles,
rounds and played for the title Owens-Hayes New Providence, 6-1. 6-1
Secood Round
today. Mark Overbey and
Overbey-Austin d Kennedy -Noonaj) 6-0
Paul Austin, the Tiger boys _ 24, 6-2. Schumaker-Houser d i.ylesEhott-Stahr d Dowellduo, also advanced and bat- Jenson 5-7,6-4.6-2.
Williams 6-2, 6-0
tled for the championship.
8,1211110as
Overbey-Austin d Neison-Vanderbrr k
Play began at 9 a.m. today.
44, 6-2, Ehott-Stahr 4 SchumakeThe doubles champ and the 6-3.
Houser 6-2, 6-0
winner and runnerup in
Girls Singjes
singles advances to: the state
Shen Simmers 'Lone Oak drew tc,e .
tournament.
Threat Donaldson , West Hopkins. d Mary

Warner, Dick Move

Watson Shivers
To Memorial Lead
prestigious but weatherplagued Memorial Golf
Watson shrugged off the in- "Tournament. - •
"It • was a struggle out
credibly difficult playing
conditions and voiced a there," Watson admitted after
philosophy that haS lifted him he and the rest of the field had
rain,
into a dominant position in. to contend with steady
whipped by wind gusts to 40
world pro golf:.

To Regional Semis

Boys Results
First Round
IFC) d. Kelly Adam!
Cornell
Steve
Providence 1; Scott Breen . Dine fkid
Will Han-.
Richard Boyd (Caldwell Co
reek 4Caldwellid. Robert Scott (Marshall
d. Greg
Hopkins)
(West
Logan
Co 1. Jim

Security Federal
Will Be Closed All Day

MONDAY; MAY 18
In Observance Of Memorial Day
We Mope Everyone Will Have A
Safe Memorial Day Weekend!

Mayir 'Hoplunsville 7-5, 74, Wend.
Wittinghorn 'Tilghman ( drew bye. Lisa
Pryor , Mayfield drew bye; Starr J.
'Murray. drew bye, Rose Denr.e.
Mayfield. d Monica Mn-rick
Jill Bennett "Marshall Co Mtn
LuAiirftFugate (Chrnitan Co oadrew by,
Ruth Martell "West Novaya . dry by.
Laurie Wolfe .Mayfiekli firli bye
r
Keiler Tilghman d JaCiie Gilson
Co 74, 6-1: Lilhan Hone (Inman
irn
MellasaMcC
drew bye.
Late Turley Lane Oak
(Hoplunsville drew bye. Kern S71 ,001
f Marshal!i d. Chris Densley
Campbell.; Carol Dick Murray dr..
by.
Secised Roared
A
Simmons d Donaldson 6-0,
tinghorn d Pryor 74. 14162.
Denney 6-1,6-2, Fugate d ,7 Fiennet)
0, Wolfe d Martell'74. 6-2, Ron.- d
: • k .1
6.1.62. Matson d Melton 1-4,
Snow 6-3, 6-2
•
Third Round
Simmons d. Wittinghouse fi ,
4h,
Hor....
6-4,
6-3.
Fugate d. Janes
6.3, 6-2. Dick d Matson 6-1. 61
Girls Double,'
Jackson.(autland Murray dr.„.
Green-Shaver IFort Campbell I hear
14, 6-4 6-2
den-Lansden westago
Schaper -Floyd (Caldwell drew
nor
I
Oak
Irma e
Edwards-Keeling
Fortnn-Boyd (Phrtstian Co
Lucas-Barrett Marshall Co , 4
Sanert Mayfield., Campt,.11-1
(Hoplinevilleld Manion-Ston
6-1, 6-0, AbelMetzer Tilidirnar.,
fleeced Round.
Jacksisi -Outland d Green-Shay.,
eling d. Shaper
Edwards-Ke
I,
1; Fortnn-Floyd d Barrett-1.u(
Abet-Meter d thirmpbell-bunran
Semifinals
Jacknon-Outtand d.
5. 6-2, Fart-Boyd d. Abel-Metser

By the Assockiated Press
DUBLIN, Ohio - Tom

"Everybody has to Play the
golf course,and somebody has
to win the golf tournament,"

miles per hour, temperatures

the lower 40's and a windchill factor that was an-rn
nounced at 13 degrees.
he said.
"I got off to a good start - I
made a couple of pars and
And the gritty red-head took
a major step toward a fourth that's a good start under these
victory of the season with a conditions - and then just
brilliant, three-under-par, hung on for dear life." said
nobogey 69 Friday that staked Watson, whose effort was the
him to a four-stroke lead only one in the tournament not
the marred by a bogey.
through
halfway
in

Join
Murray State
University Coaches Ron
Greene, Steve Newton, Mike
Dill, and Carr McCalla for a fun
week of learning at the MSU

Basketball Camp
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price on every factory-installed option. But

hurry on in, because this offer is good only
if you Purchase and take deliviry of a new
Scout by June 15-ond they're going fast.

Free $11.95 Rand-Mollally Trail kid.
With Each Demonstration Drive

TRUCKTRAILERSBUSES,Inc.
South

Murray, Ky.

FREED CURD
State Representative
Freed Curd, a lifelong resident of this area is aware of the
peoples needs and has taken positive positions on issues critical to
the fifth district.
Some of these isStles are:
Opposing any tax increase local or state level that is not voted on by
the people.
Easing inflation for everyone particularly senior citizens.
Improvement of secondary roads.
Supporting a budget for all state employees to receive an equal percentage increase in salary.
Quality education at all levels.

This platform requires your input of support.
Freed Curd is not endorsed by any organized group and will work for ALL
the people of the fifth district.
Transportation will be availble to the polls by calling 753-5841.
treasurer
Political ad paid for by Freed ('urd Campaign Fund. Jerry Key,

der

Buy the Scout mode) you want from our
wide inventory, and -International will send
you a rebate che'ck for 10% of the sticker

Vote For

-

US,

Make your best deal on any
Scout in stock -and get 10%
bock on all factory-installed
options, through June 15.

June 17-22Cost is $135.00 fobthe on‘Week
session which includes room,
board, and tuition. For more
information, contact the
basketball office at
762-8804.

givi
aut

kk.
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Try Again

Giants Use Five Homers
To Kayo Braves; Dodgers

11 Indy 500 Hopefuls
To Get Another Chance

three
ock's
orter
Is off
• oger

ingled
.th two
g and
a pair
Mike
ictory

By MIKE HARRIS
the tradianal 33 starters for
AP Sports Writer
the first time since 1933.
INDIANAPOLIS — The last
The appeals claimed a
thing
anybody
at the
USAC rule clarification on the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway size of turbocharg
er exhaust
expected to be doing the day
pipes gave their competitors
before the 63rd Indy. 500 was unfair advantage
on the final
watching cars qualify for day of qualifying.
Sunday's race.
-I'm not as happy as I could
But true to its reputation as
be about this," said John
the place of the unexpected, Martin, driver
of one of the
that's exactly what the cars getting
the unexpected
schedule calla!for today.
chance."We're flat up against
Much to their own surprise, the wall and only
one shot.
11 drivers bumped from the That's better than no
chance,
starting field during last but there's po safety
factor."
‘neekend's timetrialsSessions
Another car owner, Wayne
had one last shot today at Woodward, was trying
to get
getting into the $1 million into the race by
appeal.
race__'
._iNoodward wentto Marion
The strange turn of events County Superior Court
Friday
was the result of a ruling late to ask that his entry,
denied a
Friday by the U.S. Auto Club spot in the starting
lineup
upholding appeals of the after a USAC
inspection
nonqualified drivers.
revealed that the exhaust pipe
USAC spokesman Paul had been altered to
override
Reinhard said the appeals', the manifold pressure
limit,
which'had been expected to be be reinstated or that
the race
no more than a formality be halted.
before going to court, wert
An earlier protest was
"found to have merit" and turned down, but Woodward
that the threeman appeal was allowed by Judge Michael
board recommended that T. Dugan to return to USAC
USAC ask officials of the -and file an appeal, which he
Indianapolis Motor Speedway did within several hours.
to "make a supplementary
The judge also let four-time
regulation,- allowing the Indy winner A.J. Foyt and
extraordinary session.
driver Danny Ongais off with
Because the race entry form verbal wrist slaps after bench
gives the Speedway such warrants were issued for their
autliprity, that made it un- arrests Friday for refusing to
necessary to get approval accept subpoenas to appear as
from all racing teams already Witnesses in the Woodward
in the field. That idea failed hearing.
Thursday when driver-owner
Dugan asked Foyt why he
Jim McElreath wand -Don had *used the warrant. Foyt
Biederstedt, owner of Eldon explained that he was being
Rasmussen's car, refused to harassed by maiiy people at
sign waivers for extra the track in recent days and he
qualifying.
was not aware that a deputy
The Speedway agreed to sheriff was trying to serve him
USAC's request, and sud- a subpoena.
denly, just when it seenied
Woodward and the extra
that thoughts could turn from
qualifiers
aside, more
controversy to racing, there
headaches were possible if
was the prospect of more than
and when the race is run.

Ramble Past Cincy 17-6
By KEN RAPPOPORT
out.
within one of tying the major
AP Sports Writer
The Giants led 1-0 entering league
record for one club.
It was that kind of a night in the fourth, but Atlanta broke
Cubs 3, Phillies 0
San Francisco — even pit- into a 4-1 lead when Jeff
Chicago beat Philadelphia
chers were hitting home runs.
Burroughs clouted a three-run
"I wish I,could have wat- homer and Bob Horner as Barry Foote'hit a twks-run
ched the ball go out, but I kept followed with a blast even bonier and Lynn McGlothen
my head down. I was afraid to further over the left field fence and Bruce Sutter teamed up
on a four-hitter. McGlothen
think it was a home run," said at Candlestick Park.
gave up four hits, struck outBob Knepper, who got his first
Then the Giants went to
major league homer on his work, starting with a leadoff six and walked one before
25th birthday as the San homer by Willie McCovey — needing Sutter's relief help
Francisco Giants beat the his third of the year and No. with none out in the ninth.
He didn't forget who was at
Atlanta Braves 6-4 Friday 508 of his career — in the
bat Friday night, though.
night.
bottom of the fourth. Bill
After McGlothen had put men
Madlock singled and Phil
on first and second with
Niekro retired two batters
nobody out, Sutter struck out
NATIONAL LEAGUE
before Mike Sadek tied the
Greg Luzinski, then got Mike
score with his first homer of
Schmidt and. Garry Maddox
Knepper's homer In the the season.
on fly balls. '
fourth inning not only helped
Then Knepper put the
the Giants win the game, but Giants ahead for good with his
"I always try to do well
was a landmark shot. It was home run and they later got
the fifth homer in the inning, another bases-empty shot here," Sutter admitted. "But
tying a major league record.
grom Jack Clark in the eighth. once I come in I forget who is
in the stands."
''When I was betwJen first
and second base, I realized it
Dodgers 17, Reds6
was a homer and I felt like a
Joe Ferguson led a 20-hit__
.
Padres 2, Astroa I
little kid again. I wanted to _barrage for the Dodgers that
Dave 13-riggs dtatre In Gene
shout and scream," said included a club-record seven- Richarths- with--a- 10th-inning,
Knepper. "Then I said. to home • runs.
Ferguson • sacrifice fly to lift San Diego
myself, 'Wait a minute. You
homered and doubled to drive over Houston. Rollie Fingers
just gave up four runs your- in four runs as the Dodgeri pitched
one inning in relief for
self.' If the score was 8-0, I_ tied a club record for home: starter Gaylord Perry gain
to
(hal know what I might have runs • set in 1976 and were
the victory.
-done out there."
In the night's other National
League games, the Los
'Angeles Dodgers walloped the
Cincinnati Reds 17-6; the
Chicago cubs turned back the
Philadelphia . Phillies 3-0; the
San Diego Padres edged the
-Your interest i
Houston Astros 24,in 10 incasting your votnings and the game between
for me insures m
the New York Mets and Pitcasting my vote i
tsburgh Pirates was halted in
your best interest.the bottom of the 11th inning
because of fog. -The St. LouisMontreal game was rained

'

Lee Bolen

Common Counc

Murray High's Mickey Cochran eyes a serve during his match with West Hopkins' Kenny
Arnold yesterday during the boys high school Second,Region tennis tournament. Cochran
won but later lost in the quarterfinals.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson—

Sports At A Glance

Vote On Tuesday
May 29
For Free Transportation To Polls
Call
McBrayer Headquarters

753-0163 or 753-0165

FIGHT INFLATION

Baseball Standings
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST .
W
L
Pct. GO
Philadelphia
26 15
.634
Montreal
24 14
.1131
St Loins
21 17
.553
3-1
Pittsburgh
18 20
.474
WI
Chicago
.447 VI
17 21
New York
14 21
.360 10':
WEST
Cincinnati
24 14
571
San Francisco
15 20
_556
lt
Houston
21 72
.52/
Los Angeles
.478 )3,
22 24
San Diego
19 27
.413
7
Atlanta
15 27
.357
9
Friday's Games
St Lows at Montreal, ppd., rain
Pittsburgh 3, New York 3, 11 innings.
ppd , fog
Chicago a, Philadelphia 0
San Diego 2, Houston I. 10 innings
Los Angeles 17. Cincinnati 6
San Francisco 6, Atlanta 4
Saturday's Games
St. Loins iVuckovich 3-2) at Montreal
(Lee 4-2 )
•
Cincinnati Norman 1-41 at Los Angeles
1Sutton 5-3)
Pittsburgh (Blyleven 1-21
New York
Scott 14
Atlanta (Matula 2-31 at San Francisco
?Habcki 5-3)
Chicago ( Lamp 3-1 at Philadelphia
Christenson 0-0), ?n)
Houston (Nlekro 5-2) at San Diego ,Lolich0-1),(n)
Sunday's Games
Chicago at Philadelphia
St Louis at Montreal, 2
Pittsburgh at New York
Cincinnati at Los Angeles
Houston at San Diego
Atlanta at San Francisco

NEBRASKA'S FINEST BEEF
(Sold Directly To Public)
Ribeyes
$110

5 to6 oz.

T-Bones

$150

7 to 8 oz.

each

I each

8 10oz

ft

$170

9 to 10 oz.

each

Top Sirloin
5.60z 10
each

McBray,Fir
FOR GOVERNOR

Paid For By Committee For Terry McBrayer.
Larry England. 1Yeasurer

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pet. GB
Baltimore
20 14
667
Boston
2.1
25 16
610
Milwaukee
iN
25 20. 556
New York
20 19
.548
Detroit
9
.444
16
Cleveland
1
,
18 23
439 9
Toronto
250 18
33
WEST
Minnesota .
25 16
.610
California
25 19
.568
Texas 2
24 19
.558
Kansas City
24 20
.546
Chicago
3,
7
.524
22 20
Seattle
IT- 29
.370 ION
Oakland
.
.333 12
15 30
FrIday's Games
Seattle 3-5, Texas 2-1
Boston at Toronto, ppd.. rain
New York at Cleveland, ppd.. rain
Baltimore at Detroit, ppd rain
Milwaukee 3. Oakland 2
Chicago 6, California I
Kansas City 4. Minnesota 3
Saturday's Games
Boston I Eckersley 4-3 at Toronto
ierwood 0-6,
,
"-lima York ?John 9-0) at Cleveland
?Was 5-3,
Baltimore (McGregor 01) at Detroit
Wilcox 3-2)
CalifornM ( Tanana 3-3) at Chicago
(Barrios 4-1)
Kansas City ?Gale 3-3) at Minnesota
(Hartzell 1-2)
Oakland ?Norris 3-3 or Langford 14 al
Milwaukee (Slaton 3-2),(n I
Seattle ? Abbott 24) at Tell
2-2), on)
Suaday's Games
New York at Cleveland. 2
Boston at Toronto
California at Chicago, 2
Baltimore at Detroit. 2
Kansas City at Minnesota
Oakland at Milwaukee
Seattle at Texas, • n

$150 each

8 oz .

$15°
$2°

12-14 oz,

each

each

New York
Strip
$150
7-80z

I

Ground Beef Patties 10ll4a°1z3Oxes

each

$1 40
per lb.

TRUCKLOAD SALE
9 am.-9 p.m...
Fri., Sat.

12 Noon to 6 p.m.
Sun.

*Murray*
*Mayfield*
Uncle Jeffs
Gibson's Discount Center
Hwy.641 So.
Hwy.80 East Domoc:;!ta,ikc..
.1Prima
. ry
FOR SUPERINTENDENT
OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Ao JERRY ALLEYNE

lh
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.to tell where and
Gregory Ward, Missouri, was proud
s six
what baits caught his fish. Ward went from six pound
s
ounce
eight
s
pound
# ounces the first day to thirty-one
place.
first
win
to
the last day

his eight pounds two
IfiarViirtiii,en s,* Arkansas. shows
for the first day and a
bass
big
him
ounce bass which won
rig.
Ranger Bass boat

I.111111111

41h
,

.

Forrest Wood, oirhansas, was ihe leader of the second
da but fell to 6th place on the final day.

David Hill, Kentucky, proudly displays his bass which
took second day Big Bass. The fish weighed in at seven
pounds twelve ounces.

Fishing Line

-.a
scale is being
the
as
es
watch
,
Texas,
Tommy Martin
read. Martin placed third in the three day tournament.

Bill Dance, tennessee, helps at the microphone during
the weigh-in.

• -BillY Phillips, Tennessee, shows one of his larger bass
which placed him 30th. This bass weighed six potstsds_
thirteen ounces.

BASS. Tournament
Gregory Ward, 22, of days of the tournament the
Amsterdam, Mo., grandson of men had to fight strong winds
Virgil Ward, reeled in first and a cold snap. Several
place honors in the Kentucky fishermen said that the cold
Invitational Bass Anglers weather seemed to slow the
Sportsman's Society .Tour- fish a little and had to work the
nament and $10,031 for a buzz bait or spinner bait a
three-day catch of 31 pounds,8 little slower.
ounces.
Bill Schroeder, Paducah,
Ward said he caught'most of Kentucky, is the State Pro
his fish on a buzz bait with a Champ, and the Chapter
trailer hook, in the backs of Trophy went to the Fort Smith
the coves. Ward said he really Bass Club, with Jerry Wagner
enjoyed fishing Kentucky and Kim Whitaker.
Lake.
The total number of fish
Bass fishermen from across caught the three days were:
the United States came to fish 297 fish caught and 282
this tournament. The first released alive; second day 182
day's leader was Wendell fish caught and 173 released
Riddle, Whitestovm,
alive; third day fish. caught
with twenty-three pounds two 159 and 157 released. The total
h
sevent
ounces, but fell to
poundage for the three days
Jim Houston, Oklahoma, watches close as the scale is
place the last day with a three was 1,690 pounds seven
-five
twenty
read. Houston placed 18th.
day total of
being
ounces.
pounds three ounces.
TOP TWENTY
Owens, Story,
David
Arkansas, took first day Big 1. Gregory Ward,Miirsourt,31Bass with a eight pound two 8.
ounce lunker. Owens said he 2. Randy Lite. Texas, 27-15.
caught his big fish on a Tommy Martin, Texas, 26-13.
Squeaky Pete buzz bait fishing 4. Hank Parker, South
the shallow water of Kentucky Carolina, 25-15. ,
Lake, the color: of his bait was 5. Charlie Nuckles, Tennessee,
Chartrouse.Ctwens still placed 25-7.
twenty=liinth with a total of 6. Forrest Wood, Arkansas, 25sixteen pounds eleven ounces. 6.
Forrest Wood, Flippin, 7. Wendell Riddle, Indiana,25Arkansas, was the second day 3.
leader with twenty-five 8. Larry Nixon, Texas,23-12.
pounds six ounces. Wood a 9. Sonny Viola. Louisana, 23boat manufacturer, fell to 11.
AlorosorkwerforferWau
sixth place the last day when 10. Bill Ward, Missouri, 23-9.
he did not bring in a fish:
11. Woo Daves. Virgina, 23-8.
David Hill, Clinton. Ken- 12. Gary Wade, North "
tucky, brought in the big bass Carolina, 23-6.
of the second day which 13. Erwin Cole. Tennessee, 23weighed in at seven pounds 1.
twelve ounces. Hill did not 14. David Wharton, Texas, 22have enough weight to place in, 5.
the top forty, with his three 15. Bill Schroeder, Kentucky,
day total of seven pounds ten 22-4.
ounces.
16. Henry Taylor, Virgina. 22
Danny Sarrett. Salem, 0.'
Vaginia,, brought in the last 17. Kim Whitaker, Arkansas,
day's brk fish which weighed 21-15.
Hi-Way641 S.
six pounds eight ounces.
18. Jim Houston, Oklahoma,
Most of the bass fishermen 21-7.
seemed to agree that the fish 19. Glen Dolye, South
Murray, Ky.
were shallow and hit best on Carolina,21-5.
were
which
baits
one of three
20. Danny Garrett, ‘'irgina,
buzz baits, spinner baits and 20-8.
two
flippin worms. The last

Staff Photos And Story
By Mary Barrow

c"
..
t4,

11P
•4
4
CVA:b

I
is Oven. Mann
Tom Mann,. Alabama, smiles as his total
in several fish.
weigh
did not place in the top forty but did

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Boat, Motor, Pontoon &Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
1502 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171

Rt. 1 Hardin

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
900 Sycamore
753-5142

ses,Inc.
Trucks-Trailers-Bu
South
641
753-1312

Fishing, Camping,and Hunting Equip.
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

RESTAURANT
South 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

753-4111

Happy Holiday Travel,Inc
McaUREores
Lake
on Kentucky
GRAYSON

uR r
Panoramo
DOW

701“. 94 East 0,0 of M urray for 2 m.,es Turn r,aht on 280
280 for 7 mac% pa+, NOnne, Grocery Take
rroo P000-ornofoncl 101101, blur.top .n your roghe
ton,

Telephone 502-436-5483

.. L
.
..,..PEN,Yaltr.....
I
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Anything Lass Is Just A Car

Of

ment
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equip
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Sporting Goods Dept
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Sportsmen:

Many residents have taken
some fine catfish as they are
completing their spawn.
I think it was about equal
numbers on worms or minnows used to catch them even
while crappieifishing seral
were taken orrartifical lures
being pulled along the riprap
at Eggners Ferry Bridge and
Jonathan Creek Bridge.
Black bass fishing has been
alike a Yo=yo for several weeks
now and it looks like it will
continue to be this way for •
several more. We have had
the B.A.S.S. organization
holding their third tournament
on Ky. and Barkley lakes this
past week. Many of the top
names in bass fishing have
g into
If you are trying to catch had a hard time gettin
g size
keepin
the
n
of
patter
the
in
them
find
may
Crappie you
t bring a bass.
the brush piles and treetops bass. They canno
14 inches
close to the banks or they may in unless it measures
some
for
Makes
more.
or
of
edge
the
to
have moved out
g for a lot of folks.
the creek channels and ledges. tough fishin
The buzzing top water baits
Usually you can find a few
caught many of tHe fish,
have
that have the hungry.
the plastic worms and
while
been
has
g
fishin
Sauger
baits are next. Fishing
r
spinne
water
Improving as the
hours a day a person
11
to
10
temperature continues to
every type of
cover
would
have
I
70's.
climb into the
be fished,
could
that
ure
struct
found white lead head jigs to
so it would be hard to say
if
r
sauge
on
ive
be very effect
where the most fish came
you work it along the bottom
from.
slowly.
Take a fishing triPand enjoy
Reel the line in just fast
beautiful shorelines as you
the
enough to let the jib touch
fish all types of water in either
of
turn
fourth
or
every third
lake. In any case remember to
the handle. White plastic be safe and keep your area
grubs or minnow shaped
clean.
bodies are super when you get
.Happy Fishing
d.
locate
r
sauge

We really are having a
difficult time trying to understand this weather. Just let
it get warm and dry for a little
while and maybe someone can
catch a fish.
I know the terrible conditions have prevented at least
two thirds of the lake from
being productive. It may save
a few fish now but in the long
run it will hurt the population.
The Crbppie have tried to
complete a spawn under these
conditions and from the looks
of the fish I have seen, they
were forced to cut it short.
Approximately one half of the
eggs - roe remain immature
and undeveloped.
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HICKORYHUTPITBAR-B-0
The Largest Caught & Weighed
of Each, At Hickory Hut
During May Wins

A MULDER OF BAII-11-1)
•
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Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
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FOUR MEE11N0,8i,_
Indians Were Right
About'Forked Tongue'
The top five winners of the K.B.A. tournament were: Bill Hurle, Louisville, first place; Jim
Griffith, Louisville, second
place; Don Merideth, Princeton, third place; Jackie Phillips, Franklin, fourth place;
David Young, Madisonville, fifth
place; Don Buffington won Big Bass with a seven pound fourteen ounce bass.
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Larry Comp, Kentucky lake
Neil Stubblefield, Murray,
Dub Polly, Murray, did not
line to Paul Myhill, Murray, looks
place in the top twenty but placed ninth with these bass Bass Club, waits
weigh-in
Ms
he
caught
fish
which
the
last
placed on as his fish are being
day
of
the
he did win a country ham.
him 13th in the K.B.A. tour- weighed.
tournament.
nament.
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L J. Hendon, Murray,
A metal tag is placed in the
awaits the weight of his fish
during the last day of the mouth of the fish before it is
released into the lake.
K.BA.tournament

There is one thing that ought before a scapegoat gets
to be said for sure in favor of yanked in out of the closet
the Indians. They had the from somewhere.
right idea on this "forked
Keep your ears open and
tongue" business in the don't close your eyes. The
beginning. At least they were forthcoming scapegoat is a
smart enough to foresee that thing called recreation.
man could seldom accomplish American recreation. The
much if he could not be whole ball of wax, be it golf,
trusted. In our opinion, racing, baseball, fourprobably the biggest problem wheeling, fishing, hunting,
in this country today is that larks(ever. It's
already
the American public has 'beginning to show up almost
almost reached the point the'y' daily now. Pin the blame on
don't trust anybody. They recreation for the whole sorry
don't trust government. They mess we have suddenly
don't trust big business like oil blundered into. When you're
companies and automobile not big enough and honest
manufacturers. And they enough to shoulder the blame
don't altogether trust labor yourself for a mistake, then it
either.
becomes a sort of pin the tail
When you get right down to on the donkey contest to shift
it, that actually amounts to a the blame.
bigger problem than in- - Recreation is about to get
flation, unemployment, and stuck!
foreign affairs looped into one
Is it guilty or not? is
bundle. For without that trust recreation bad for people? Is
it's going to be extremely there anything worthwhile
difficult to achieve any that comes from recreation?
workable solutions to the What do you think?
problems. It seems to be every
We are enough of a student
one for themselves in a dog- of the early pioneers to realize
eat-dog world of suspicion and that work to them became a
fast
crumbling
ac- noble aspiration. It was placed
complishments of society.
on a high pedestal. Anything
We hope that does not sound else drew lesser rank. And
like we are being critical of yet,though most history books
the American public for omit it for the most part, even
reaching such a state of af- our founding fathers had their
fairs. The lack of trust did not moments of recreation and
just occur. It was earned. cherished them.
Earned in a countless million
We are definitely no adscheming, selfish, conniving vocate of idleness. And along
ways that have finally borne with that, we quickly add that
fruit that will indeed, be bitter it is our opinion that
to swallow. The lack of trust recreation is not idleness.
on the public's .part is a There is a purpose in
reaction - a response to recreation. And that purpose
previous actions. It did not we think, is one consistent
happen over night and it won't with sound living.
be easy to restore the public
Peace of mind is a term
confidence.
worth looking into for all of us.
There appears to be In its full territory there lies a
emerging a "scapegoat." considerable expanse of room
this, in
four
wheeler for thought. It is a prerequisite
jargon. is
an innocetrif for happiness. It is a
critter what got throwed to the forerunner for good health.
wolves because the guilty And in this world in which you
critters didn't want to go." and I live today it may become
Any time that government or the key to unlock the door to
big business or big labor survival. No government or
makes a boo-boo its not long society can long survive when

K.B.A. Tournament
Held May 19, 20

Thornton
Body
shop
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•
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•
•
•

nat.
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•

Complete Nook-Up

41t

peace of mind becomes denied own part, than is work, which
to the majority of its con- is another; and man's quest
stituents.
.for a better understanding of
Fourwheeling has become himself as his spiritual side
for us, one avenue to achieve develops. These three areas
that peace of mind. It is not all play a definite part in
the. only one. Recreation is a mankind's reach toward
term that groups a broad peace of mind.
collection of other similar
We suspect that the chosen
pursuits into one family. And scapegoat up yonder will be
that family of activities is one found bearing horns. Its just
of the major areas that can possible somebody may get
make
significant con- gored!
tribution to peace of mind.
Have a nice week and
It is no less significant, in its HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.

Eddie Bestelmon, left, Melvin Johnson and
George Dever, of
loleton, Tenn. came in with five sauger and seven
crappie Sunday, May 20. These men were fishing out of
Cypress Springs
Dock when they took these fish on Crawfish
colored Deep Wee
R's, on the secondary points. The largest
souger weighed three
pounds.

NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

Hooks Wheelilignment
Specializing in servicing tires 1 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N 4th
753-6779

•
••
•••
••

•
•
•
•

Young,
David
Kentucky Bass Association 5.
Willard Browning, left and John Young, Marshall Count‘
held a two day tournament Madisonville, 23-7
24 Hour Wrecker Service
Saturday and Sunday, May 19, 6. Morris Camp, Mayfield, conservation officers, lencita helping hand by placing the
20, out of Kenlake Marina. 23-1
bass in the holding tank.
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray,Ky.
'Aurora. The Tournament had 7. Joe DeMoss, Madisonsome bad weather for the ville, 21-4
tournament but what fish 8. Don McCann, Woodford,
•
We Appreciate YotifBusiness"
were caught came mostly on Co. 20-11
•
/•••••••
00000
memos
00000
00000000000
•••
00000
Stubblefield,
9.
Neil
Murray
spinner baits and worms, in
•••••••••••
20-10
the shallows.
•
•
•••••0••
Several men from the 10. Ralph Keene, Lexington,
Campers You've Got a Good Thing Going! •
Murray Bass Club to fish this 20-4
•
'tournament were, L. J. 11. William Robinson,
iHendon, Dub Polly, Paul Lexington. 20-2
Myhill, Gary Marquardt, Neil 12. Johnny Drake, Franklin,
Stubblefield, Jerry McCon- 19-4
nell, Graves Morris, Jim 13. Larry Camp, Mayfield,
18-11
Lewis, and George Hodge.
Participants from the 14. L J. Heridori, Murray,
Kentucky Lake Bass - Club 18-7
Authorized Dealer For Starcraft & Road Rangers •
Gary' Marquardt,
were Larry Camp, Mons 15.
•
Parts-Accessories-Senrice
•
Camp, Bob Strode, Joe Cope, Murray, 18-0
Ronnie Cope and Wayne - 16. Ernie Shiver, Owensboro, 17-9
-Colson.
Nay. 14 East—
17. Joe Cope, Mayfield, 17 •m.311.: 118
(502)753-0806 •.
18. Ronnie Hardwick,
TOP TWENTY
I. Bill Hurle, Louisville, 29-0 Danville, 17-4
2. Jim Griffith, Louisville, 19. Bob Strode, Murray, 18•
12
28-0
!:`.. 3. Don Merideth, Princeton, 20. GearId Smith, Louisville,
MFMENER OUTBOARDS
24-9
16-11
)
1 4. Jackie Phillips, Franklin, BIG BASS- Don Buffington 7"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."
(,)
24-6
14

753-7404
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Open 7 Days A Week
80. on. - 10:00 p. m.
Hwy. 641 So.
44111111MPAPNImillw

Phone 753-8322
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Stan Photos And Puy
By Mary Barrow

•
•
•

9131
•

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

WATSON'S

Shipwash
Boat 'N' Motor
203 E. Wain

Fish Market
,

1511-1172

759-1208
So. 121h. St.

Venture

Ahmiwww.
Soots

(We Specialize In Kentucky Lake Catfish )1
•

,S. S.••

1-;

,. 641 North

SAM It.

751448
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43. REAL ESTATE
24. MISCELLANEOUS
6. HELP WANTED
36 RENT OR LEASE
AIR
COMPRESSORS,
SOMEONE TO stay with
1 LEGAL NOTICE
•
Quincy, Ingersoll Rand, etc
1=.7011:TTICE
elderly lady in her home, 753
Sales. Parts and Service 112
9562, if no answer 753 3134.
9396
The Bureau of HighWANTED. COOKS and
COMMONWEALTH
CLOSEOUTS! CARPET,
waitresses Apply in person
ways hereby notifies
OF KENTUCKY
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
Trenholm's Restaurant.
will
it
that
all bidders
discontinued
remnants,
DEPARTMENT OF
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
paint, interior and exterior
affirmatively insure
CLOTHING
TRANSPORTATION
Free Estimate
CHILDREN'S
s!
saving
Sherwin
Big
BOYD MAJORS
shop Excellent investment
that in any contract
BUREAU OF
Williams Company, 753 3321.
,
All
fixtures
nity.
opportu
REAL. ESTATE
nt
entered into pursua
HIGHWAYS
FLATBED TANDEM trailer
equipment, stock and in
753-8080
t,
7
isemen
6
ft.
ft.
long,
20
advert
ramps,
with
e
in
For
complet
this
ventory
to
NOTICE TO
wide. Phone 753-1261
inches
Spann
on
call
Guy
formati
ss
busine
minority
k es
Prof...mune
CONTRACTORS
after 5 pm.
Realty, 7531724.
,
- With The F riendh Touch
enterprises will be
•
FOR SALE 1 to 5,000 pricks.
14. WANT TO BUY
T
TO
STAR
Sealed bids will be
.
WANT
753-0276
afforded full opCall
pm,
after
Cali
CARS.
JUNK
Ideal for storing house
the
by
1000 NEW RED bricks, 115;
OWN
474 8838.
received
YOUR
portunity to submit
cars,
re,
full of furnitu
36" like new storm door, $30.
WANTED TO buy: standing
Bureau of Highways,
BUSINESS'?99 This
bids in response to this
Call 7530076.
business
antiques,
timber, top prices paid 489
invitation, and will not
building on S. 4th
at its office, Frankfort,
carpet
SUPER SAVING on
2334,
overflows, etc. Phone
•
remnants;
vinyl
Street with business
Kentucky until 10:00
be discriminated
WANT TO buy hand craft and
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
discontinued paint; in stock
•
items. Call 753-7989.
area in front, shop
A.M. Eastern Daylight
against on the ground
distontinued
ore
wallpaper,
Adye ,' sers
of
or
day
SALE
FOR
LES
IS.
8th
color
ARTIC
the
on
area in back and
Time
of race,
carpet samples, and ladders 37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
requested fo check the
COCONUT PIE
FOR SALE: Nails 8 and 16CC
We also rent the up and out
JUNE, 1979, at which
possible living area
national origin in
and
saddle
horn
BIG
sinkers 50 no. box $15.50.
Steam Carpet cleaner. We do NICE
CHOCOLATE PIE
first insertion of ads for
consideration for an
upstairs could be the
time bids will be
framing. bridle. Call 753 3823.
Styrofoam insulation-l7" 4X8 custom
picture
PIE
CHERRY
This
corrections
TWO PONIES with pony
1" 4 X 853,80; particle
Williams, 753,3321.
to your needs.
52.40,
Sherwin
answer
publicly opened and
award.
PIE
CHESS
bridles. Both are
be
board,five eighths inch 4X8
will
newspaper
WORMS, RED worms, Nite saddles ansl
Building is on 100' x
Bid Proposals for all
read for the .imLEMON PIE
spirited but
,
trained
,'
2" 4X8 $7.50,
barrell
plywood
$.4.25;
Worm
Rex's
crawlers;
be
responsible for only one
will
provement of:
250' lot. Call Today
FLAKY PIE CRUST
projects
five eighths inch 4X8 $8 25, Farm, I rvan Cobb Road, ridden by children. Call 753
4X8 $1 1.00. exterior
incorrect insertion ANY
436 5894. 0224 after 5 pm.
Phone
For Details. Boyd
732.
hway
Hi
BDR GROUP 18 (19791
available until 9:00
DRESS
CHEESE
BLUE
and
up,
00
1:
4X8
Siding
Photo Copy
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
BE
SHOULD
ERROR
EASTERN
Calloway Co., MP 018WALLPAPER CLOSEOUT.
A.M.
Majorm.aeal Estate,
WOO al DRESS
paneling-410 &elections of
"REStSTEREa
wattpapei;
Machine
sheets from S2.95 to $7.75; sale, all in Stock
TIME,
REPORTED IMMEDIATE!
105 N. 12th St.
0121-B0026 - The
DAYLIGHT
HOUSE DRESSING
Of Dachshund puppies. $65. 7535
Also
lines
off.
cent
per
50
$5.00,
4X8
cedar closet lining
Sales I Service
er, 25 per cent off 5852-.
Murray-New Concord
FRIDAY, JUNE 8,
Y SO PLEASE CHECK
wallpap
cabinet
and
up,
$5.75
doors
PEPPER JELLY
TWIN LAKES
Sherwin Williams, 753 3321.
I/1).
AKC ALASKAN Malamute
ft.;
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
topping 30 cents sq
Road (KY
1979, at the Division of
BISCUlTS
puppies, shots and wormed,
:HO
tub kits
26.
TV-RAI
TS
up;
and
$60
PRODUC
vanities
of
OFFICE
PROMP
deck
eto
US
Procur
s
Repair
Contract
POTATO SOUP
AND NOTIFY
up: shower stalls
color t.v. nice pets. Arcadia Pines
H
and
$30
ZENIT
'S
SISSON
We have several
763-9123
bridge over Clarks
ment. Bid Proposals
TtY IN CASE OF AN
$135 complete, carpet-I3.50 sale! Now till the 29th. $25 off Kennels. 753-9390.
RED EYE GRAVY
;
water-front and
service
apchoice
inside
STUD
only;
roll
ow,
MAN
by
the
t.v.'s
yd
25"
overfl
sq
DOBER
be
all
on
price
will
s
sale
River
for all project
ERROR
Caesar,
FRENCH ONION SOUP
Blue
window shutters 10 cents some as much as $50 off. $10 Daniel's
lots
view
lake
proximately 750 feet
available at a cost of $2
ee
AKC,
5'
base
pedigr
vertical inch; kitchen
off any 19" color t v Open champion
lake.
the
king
RN
overloo
CREPES
SOUTHE
Tuck
pm.
5
ance
t-SM.
save.
after
remitt
and
cabine
and
3277
wall
now
south of SECL of
753
each and
Monda_y But
CHERRY TOPPING
Salvage Mdse.. Inc., Hwy. 45, Get one year free service-at GREAT DANE puppies, AK -Water front lots have
Murray.
payable to State
league
Summer
19 miles west C, 9 weeks, $75
one mile So. Martin, TN
G
RRY
Zenilh,
Also
s
TOPPIN
BLUEBE
Sisson'
gentle sloping terrain
ky
Kentuc
McCracken Co., MP
3000.
of
94.
587
g
y
Servin
38737 Phone (9011
Treasurer
Labrador
of Murray on Highwa
available
Aviation
PEACH TOPPING
baseball pics. Call
pm.
3
down to the water so
till
y
The
Open
.
Saturda
9
Phone 382-2174
073-0062-B0027
accompany
Retreiyer puppies, AKC,
must
STRAWBERRY TOPPING
Calloway Co. And
753FIVE SETS aluminum motor
that you can launch
for
details.
D: RESPONSIBLE weeks. Paradise Kennels,
WANTE
ls.
proposa
,Paducah-Ba rdw ell
for
request
Areas
Surrounding
home levelers, $75; rear view
party to take up payments on 753-4106.
your boat from your
s
Repair
REFUNDATUNA SALAD
8298.
Road (US 62).
B Music, TERRI POOS (HALF
( NON
mirrors,$10. 753,7853.
Office
25" color t.v. J
Agriculture.
site. Lake view
house
SLAW
rs
24
HOUR
sweepe
.
$50.5
R
),
BID
753-7575
HOOVE
TWO
Poodles
half
s,
to deck of overflow
Terrier
)
BLE
489-2216;
Phone
for sale.' 27. MOB. HOME SALES
NG
buffer,
a lake access
6
5610.
e
AW
436
DRESSI
gina
75
aR
have
3284
Call
and
COLESL
lots
old.
4.4
weeks
located
structure
PROPOSALS ARE
Call
Residents 753-1746.
GOD IS LOVE. I John 4 - 8.
nearby. All of lots
area
1973 GUERDON, 12 X 10, TWO AKC registered St.
TO
the
ONLY
miles southwest of
first
D
ISSUE
BlITTSRMILK PANCAKES
WE BUY and sell used air
"Elk t seek ye
UNDERPINNED and tied Bernard puppies, 9 weeks
have nice wooded
kingdom of God, and His
junction with US 45 in
conditioners 753 1551 or 753
PREQUALIFIED
Located in Coach Old, one male, one female,
WAFFLES
down
Complet• Tvoittops
and., all these
Sness;
rightou
building sites. These
9104,
reasonable. Call 753
Call_
.very
at
SZISO.
,
priced
Estates
•
•
Paducah.
CREPES
CONTRACTORS.
- dded Urita
Sochi
things -shall 6F-a
$4696.
14'
WONDERLAND
753-3855.
located in the
are
MP
WHITE
BEANS
hour
Co.,
24
ken
6:33.
als
McCrac
Specimen Propos
yOu." Matthew
*Brakes .
Runabout 1974 GRANVILLE
FIBERGLASS
ALL WHITE MALE German
,
Hamlin-Pipe Bluff
CORN BREAD
phone, „answered by God's,
trailer,
West
male
man
073-0062-B0026 - The
Systems
*.
Sports
white
Moist
exd,
boat,
home,
Shepher
for all projects will be
mobile
electric
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759
area of the lake.
cushions, ski life jacket, set cellent condition, new car• Hyblander Terrier. Papers
*Catnputor Italoncinq
Paducah-Bardwell
available to all inTARTER SAUCE
4600. Bible Facts and Free
of Kimberly skiis, 332 PIP
completely with each. Call 753-1593.
peting,
st,
)
broadca
Financing available.
ivo
(Astonot
Store. Hear • our
Also five remodeled. 753-9970.
Road (US 621. Repairs
MS
motor
DINKTU
Johnson
1970
terested parties at a
•
41. PUBLIC SALES
*Large Trod %Wiwi Masa
s at 12 30 on WSJP
Sunday
John C. Neubauer,
regular
4
tires,
over
used
16.5
BOO
bridge
MS?
of
(NON
DINKTU
to deck
cost of $2 each
three 100 lb. 12 x 60 1974 WAYSIDE,
snou(;
one
and
ES
Realtor, 1111
POTATO
m,
HASH BRN
us two bedroo
Massock Creek, 4.4
REFUNDABLE).
propane tanks. screen house spacio air, underpinning,
Filters,/ lobo
St.,
more
central
DIP
Syca
FRENCH
4"
of
used
est
16'
trailer,
southw
for
als
porch
Propos
miles
Specimen
batteries, Noses, lotts
tie downs, storage shed. Call
.
1/7531.
436•2722
,
753-010
call
pipes.
Murray
iron
cast
in
45
(Airto Accessories. etc 1
junction with US
436-26250r 171 2226.
cannot be used for
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
FiltIE INSPECTION
1970, 12 X 60, GAS mobile
Paducah.
' bidding.
and
TABLE
DINING
home, furnished. $1000. 753Coaossioto lino of car track
wood.
cherry
solid
chairs,
NOTICE
2.
2. NOTICE
2590.
•
fano tiros tire shop & Asci
'
_Cait435 4383.
12 X 52- tipNI-E-TTE-, 2
saryks
household
SALE
FOR
and
wather
BE DR 00&k
furnishings. Couch; t.v. dryer,
Hickort smoked bar-befrost free
table and 1 chairs; 3 refrigerator, dishwasher, air
table,
exyears
gue, 25
piece bedroom suite, com- conditioned, natural gas heat
plete, end tables, lamps, bar and stove Excellent con
perience. Roberson Nihads.
y
All displa
with back bar, carpeting; dition Can be seen at D4
A01"1.11X0
413 S. 4th
Inn,
Burger
and Miscellaneous Call after
classified displays and
Fox 1.1eaclowS. Best offer
1.
753-915
St.
6 pm at South Side Manor, Please call 753 7730 (home)
Dick
Overby -Gen,
Interested in owning toe own
regular display, must
ent J3.
apartm
(work)
2400
753
Mgr.
C101111111 fkop DIE 2 fro
be submitted by 12
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS for 28. MOB. HOME RENTS
John Newberry-Serv.
free
Frost
bedroom apartments on ii
re
Frigida
'before
sale:
day
noon, the
$175; FOR RENT 10 X 55 mObile
Mgr.
refrigerator freezer,
I•1 in city limits of
eat
private
on
,
eiectric
all
U-Pick
publication.
home,
,
recliner
Burris green vinyl
Ni'-, 753 3785 after 5
Ben
lot
Call Wayne Wilson it
Murray?
10
reader
ladies
Penney
All
$50, J C
Stramborfims
pm
three
550,
bicycle,
speed
ANN
N
be
A.
415(2-01
153-3263
classifieds must
I. IOW sod Poor Farm Boat
shelf bookcase with glass FOR RENT. mobile home,
sibmitted by 12 noon
doors, $25. two large whiskey 10 X 42, furnished, air conOpal lam. to 7 p.a.,*it 71,34195
barrels, $8 each, used golf ditioned, nice, Mobile Home
day -before
the
Clubs, bag and hand cart, Village. 753-3895 or 753-3482.
North641
publication. •
-reset
$50, 8 X 10 brown braided MOBILE HOME 'for rent, 2
rug, $15 Call 753 8066 after 1 bedrooms, water and gar
them ir krk.k
News, Society and
CARPORT SALE! Saturday
pm.
bage pickup, furnished, one
8 till 5, 904 N 18th. Crib
753-1918
Sports
"Ear Resist#
mile out of city Limits. Phone
TWO 8' ANTIQUE oak
mattress. other baby items.
753.5405 after 6 pm.
showcases 382 2174
Retail. Display adboys clothe, size 10 12, maple
IfIG
COOL
&
NG
HEATI
other
t.
table, j ' and
•
vertising 753-1 9 1 9
S. REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE' 6,000 BTLISears
miscellaneous items.
Display,
ied
Classif
on
still
oner,
conditi
3921.11151. „
and
air
GARAGE SALE, five party
Dance Friday
Is &Specialty Al
warrenty. 759-1975.
Classified, Circulati101111,
at 1603 Catalina, Saturaday.
Saturday Night, May
May 26th. Clothes and
30. BUS. RENTALS
on and the Business
'ACM
25th & 26th. This week
miscellaneous.
FOR RENT: 1000 ft storage
be
may'
Office
IS
Poplar
CLEAM
featuring'
YARD SALE, 310 South Elth. 1.•
space, 4th and Sycamore
parts,
d
authorize
factory
For
reached on 753753-1M
moving Friday, Saturday.
Dry, sate, eat,/ excessiblity,
sales, and service call 901i
only $60 per month Cadiz, and Sunday Also a 1965 0115
1916 and 753-1911. •
FREE PARKING!
642-7619 Located at HO W
S 4th Murray
for
sale.
522 8469.
Washington St . Court Square,
1r
•
93:REAL ESTATE
31. WANT TO RENT
Pans, TIN
•
LOCAL FAMILY with one
Smite and
KNOW BETTER
child and 2 cats would like to
T
'
WON
Enjoy It!
THEN
4.44ERE
rent 3 bedro&M" house in
THAN TO DISTURB
11, FARM EQUIP.
IN HER BEAN
BOTHER HER...
Murray or Southwest School_
51.h.K
A 6000
Massey district. Please call after 6
SALE
FOR
ed
fashion
Can give
OLD
REAL
tractor, 1962' pm, 753 8002
Ferguson
hickory smoked bar b q. by model
Also 2 flat bed references if required.
the shoulder or by the pound. trailer's, two and three aide UNIVERSITY
FACULTY
Packaged to go at Big Joe's heavy duty 35.4.6641, Benton. member wants small rental
Road,
er
Bar B O. Coldwat
ial area
NOTHING BETTER thar house, nice resident 759 4045
759 11364'
.
Adams hard surfaced plow City school district
points, regular plow points, after 9 pm.
A DIAMOND
•
diSk blades Get our price 32. APTS. FOR RENT
C IRO 4.10C ,••••••• 5.-Vour•
you- buy. Vinson APARTMENT AND sleeping
THE ROUGH
before
IN
*
UMW
Tractor Company,7534092.
room for rent close. to
Just listed, older cabin
5490.00 to 7,91849
John
.43i5
R,
or
MOWE
753-4140
G
RIDIN
University.
YOUR SIGN BLEW
If you have ever considered
one mile from Kenlake
Deere, S hp, new carborator. 2411.
vending as a part4bhe income
AWAY AND I GOT
State Park on private
Call 753 8705
- NOW IS THE TIME With
FURNISHED ONE and three
IT FOR YOU
acreue
the purchase if 10 machines
150 x 260 wooded lot.
TRUCK TOOL boxes and bedroom apartments, ad
DIRECT FROM THE FACstainless steel tail gate ioining University, 1303
Only
$9,500.
Phone
Tractor
Vinson
TORY. you car save $5 to V
5101
protectors
Chestnut. Phone 753
thousand dollars Nov start
Kopperud Realty, 753522 Main St.
company, 753 4892,
EmEN1
FURNISHED APART
your own vending route or add
1222.
two
or
,
one
Phone 753-5842
MENTS,
20. SPORTIEOUI P.
to your present business 5
g
Golf clubs and bedroom. Also sleepin
year factory sarrantr. mad
FOR SAL
Zimmerman
rooms.
ESS THAN
-machines
.
753-2479
Call
bag.
NIINFIKP
Apartments', South 16th
$50000 ComEl..ete line to
22:MUSICAL
•
Street, 753 6609.
choose from .ncludmit fic't
model
floor
7
SELL!
MUST
Stereo
TAN.
Food, Magaz.ne
warrenty), FURNISHED
organs; (new
Gum & Mint .irieeks, Maps.
0
UNFURNISHED
Cracker All dispense national
before new shiprnent arrives, bedroom, very
close to
we
Call
you
to
v.iducts.
deal
ed
special
advertis
Our
University campus. Call_ 753
BEIM BANAT
TOLL FREE
NOW I UNDERSTAND
make down payment, you 8742 after 5 pm.
YEAH,
YOU LET'A PO&
WHATAY4 WANT
small monthly
the
GS
make
EN
RATIN
NIELS
THE
SO
SHED one,
1400-327.1111.
DECIDE WHAT
WATCH TON I GHT, OTTO?
payments as low as $15 per NICE FURNI
.BETTER
nt. Inquire
In 474
WHAT?
YOU'LL WATCH'?
JOHNNY CARSCN OR
month Clayton's, J & B bedroom apartme
100 S 13th Street.
Music 753 7575
ROcKFORD FILES?
-MEWEEINNIMINI
trer1111
bedroom
TWO
NICE
23. EXTERMINATING
apartment, married couples
Preferred, no pets, $165 per
4p•.se
month. Call 753-6931.
un
BEDROOM,
TWO
furnished apartment,
avaiiabie immediately. 753
A7,.3
4331.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
SMALL FURNISHED house
for rent, ctose to University,
ideal for couple working or
IXT1A0•001411 PIPORTS1
going to school References
ON THIRD THOuGHT
foods
talus
W41
W"
required. 753 3920
JUST LEAVE ir
thrtionoi
Ss/HERE IT IS
OUS
il•
LLANE
solsol•so
MISCE
24.
4•1111•Ossi
31 RENT OR LEASE
DRY CLEANERS going ou
slistriortor to OR 11 la
g
cleanin
dry
s,
busines
of
40 bawling
conga, ra
equipment and supplies Call
Mini
airloawto ow,toinsliskI9 Is
492 8758.
loot to dootiottrt Ito
Warehouse
IOR PAINT, regular
EXTER
m TOU
$12.99 now, $899 Interior
Storage Space
YOU 16 Rot sot lou sato
point, regular 59 99 now
For Rent
insaisyl YOU Nun be who*
99, also our best exterior
latex 4.100, regular $1199
AN rasp...so, krmatassort
753 4758
now only $1099 Sherwin
as low so 57779. 11164
"
Williams, 753 3321
Call COtuct 144. aria,
2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE
FREE STORE.759 4600

Office Space forj
rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00.

CUSTOM DOZING
$32.00 per hour

Check
Your
Ad

753-6391

-

My name is Edith

Noffsinger, and I
am asking my
friends to vote,
May 29th, for
Carroll Hubbard
for Governor.
Paid for by Edith
Hoffsinger.

j.

,614

_

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent

N'fr

c5"e
(

Farmers
Air Service

4
,

BIBLE CALL
Hear Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
"Strength Through
Sorrow," 759-4444
Children's Story in
Boys
"2
Abraham's House,"

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

-

SALE

000000000

Advanced,
Inc.

,759-4445.

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

AFIETS
POST 45

IDLE OIA\10INDS?

Saturday, May 26th
from 8:00 a.m. to
12:00 p.m. the
Calloway Manufacturing Co. 111 Popiar
Street Murray is haring
a one day, 4 hour sale.
on discontinued stock
Famous make jeans,
rests, blazers and long
coats. Prices will range
from $3.00 to $6.00.

HOMEMADE
IS BETTER...
... AND WE
OUGHTA
KNOW!

he :Vocil
&a'Ally
US

It's A

Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

INSURANCE

EAR
STUDS

Starks Hardware
12th &

Country
Feelings
....iliumpammansmsft
5 5i4E'S
LUk.787
BAG

I

It

SMART

‘
4*-alma,
753-1222

-Good Business,
On Highway 121 in
Stella. (Blacks
Grocery) Inducting 1800. Sw,
Ft, CB. Building
with seven room
Dwelling attached, All fixtures and Stock.
on .08 acre lot.
pessession with
deed. Will trade
for house or small

Galloway Realty

/ FOR FREE
TRANSPORTATION

On election day, May 29, call McBrayer
Headquarters,

STRAWBERRIES
Nev. ,

753-0163 or 753-0165

w MURDER

436-5427

keitey's Termite
PestEert,. rol

REGISTERED, PROFESSIONAL

NURSES
NEEDED AT

Jennie Stuart
Memorial Hospital

1.7

'ram
115
OOO
LIER AA4
EVER
WAS.

t

AFTER
,PULLING tote
AIRFURT HEIST,
NOU THINK ApprAnzLINE WILL HIRE
10U, CAP 2

Garrott hoOwts, WI* lidirr
up. 128,
laltod A t
1.0•810. Texas T7943(113)

THE BOYS ARE
ANN4NO A
.pANN JOB.
'WANT IN 2

-5. LOS' & rc k,,40
1 js reading
LOS
‘
glas•
.,rown CaSe
53.1388 Of 753
.
7790
6. HELP Or ANTED
j
E X lt)
, , „on Apply in
mact,

manuil • ,„
111.to:
F ULi
and
r •
reSu ,

•

Cailow•y
company,
vivrrity,, KY.
jng

i11"
wore, Sono

riox 32 T.

NOTICE
The City of Murray is requesting bids on the
following equiment to be installed at the new Central Garage Facillty at 201 Andrus Drive.
I. Two 12) fuel purnps
2. One Ii) knocked-down steel island
3. One(1)canopy
4. An electrical, automatic motor fuel and data
acquisition system Specifications "kr the above
mentioned items are available at the City Clerk's
Office 5th and Poplar Streets. Bids must be in the
Clerk's Office by 1:30 p.m. on June 5th, 1979 and will
be opened at that time.

7-3 yvith rotation, 3-11, or 11-7.
Competitive salaries and benefits.
IndividualiAd refresher program
available. 6 Month internship
available for new graduates. Call
(502) 886-5221, Ext. 154 - Hopkinsville, KY 42240. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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LITTLE WANT
RESULTS!
BIG
ADS!
PWSES
FOR
BIG
-

42. REAL ESTATE

43 --REAL ESTATE

. REAL ESTATE

IS. USED TRUCKS

/04

yi M
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Prof essional Services
With The 9 riaiLy T•vich"

Want A Ito Return
See
Investment?
Boyd's Trailer Court,3
miles east on Highway
94-2 Acres -5 trailers 8 additional spaces
$875 income per month. City water - 2 new
1,000 gallon concrete
septic tanks. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
10N.12th St.

NICE . THREE bedroom
house on nine, highway
frontage acres near Midway,
,ncluding "Midway Trailer
Park" with 10 active ap
proved spaces and 4 more
spaces needing some im
provement, all for only
S57,000. Trailer Park may be
Purchased
with
ap.
proximately 2 5 acres at
517,000,
or
with
ap
oroximately 8 acres at
535,000
Also a good two
bedroom house at 903 Vine
Street for only 519,500. C.O.
Bondurant Realty 753 9954
or 753 3460.

Do you want space to
have a home, garden,
orchard and trees? If
so, then you will want
one of the five acre
mini-farms
located
within a quarter of
mile of the lake. These
wooded homesites are
located on Ky 1918 a
blacktop road in the
Hamlin-Pine
Bluff
area. Phone and electric is in the area. Boat
launching area nearby.
Financing
available with small
down payment and
balance at less than
bank rates. John C.
Realtor,
Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore St.,
Murray, 753-0101/7531
or call Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.

COUNTRY LIVING at its
best in this older home on
Irvan Cobb Road. The home
has 2 bedrooms, kitchen,
living room, dining room and
bath The best part is the
acre of ground with garden
Spot, apple trees, peach
trees, pear and cherry trees
and grape arbor. Good-well. 3
coal grate fireplaces, and
more for only 513,500. The
Nelson Shroat Co. 759 1707.

on
R teFS

7531222
41141b

South 12th at

LAKE 1.111IN'
Shores
Panorama
home with 2 stories
and ,9 rooms. Lovely
lake view and tree
shaded lot. Only
$34,500. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1=
for all the details on
this new baby.

T

SYCAMO,•

,
51
L EPHONE 75316

Seventy acre farm in
'McCracken County
that owner would sell
for $35,000.00 or for
your investment,
would consider trading
in
property
for
Calloway County. Give
us a call.

4,

•ke.,
4
,
0

eoL""
siros

At TIDWELL'S LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT, we
appreciate year business and want you as our
customer regardless of where you purchased your
last equipment, we want 'to give you the very beat
service possible. We now have three mechanics in
our shop - plus we are offering FREE pick up I
delivery on any job amounting to $15.00 or over to
better serve you; OUR CUSTOMER
So when you think of Repair
Think of the pooplo who Carel
Think of us at
TIDWELL'S LAWN Ef GARDEN EQUIPMENT

SS,
in
ks
I n•w,
g
em
a tfixIck.
lot.
ith
ade
all

-Ity
2

otreTIDWELL'S LAWN &
°'

GARDEN EQUIPMENT

492-8147

303 Main St. Hazel, Ky.

Comfortable County Living, on paved road. 8 mi.
out; 3 bdrm, l's bath, ors large lot. Priced for
quick sale.
8 Room Older Home,on paved road. Shady lot in
S.W. part of County. A Real Buy at $17,000.
Located on good residential street; 3 bdrm By,
with marble bath, attractively decorated. Priced
in the 40's.
Beautiful 3 bdrm BV home on 4 acre wooded lot.
This is an outstanding home with 3J-2 baths, one
with ceramic & marble sunken tub. 2 Fireplaces
and many other extras plus: 1600 sq. ft. Shop
Bldg. with 3 stalls, office, bath and kitchen.
Clean-up Shop on 1 1/3 acre lot in City limits,
with 2 two Bdrm. Apts. Priced to sell.
Day-Care Center, well located with 4 mobile
home hook-ups. Licensed for 26 children by state.
Good opportunity for YOU.

ayer

.5
AL

Nice 3 bdrm. frame house with basement, on
large lot. Gas heat, outside storage. Call us on
this one.
Large commercial bldg. with 2 garage & shop
bldgs. Has nine rooms upstairs. Located ideally,
in county.
Salesmen & Home Phooes:
Wayne B Wilson-753-5086
Alex McCleod-753.1575
Charles Jeffrey 474-2337
Billie Wissmann-753-7476
Office: 753-3263 ANYTIME

aci.m
.
r.

302 N. 12th Street
Call 753-3263

/
1
4

11{111111 AllitlY

Au, t,...1,c4r lit .1101
kppraiser

Ft

Never lived in-brap
new 3 or 4 bedroom, 2
bath, brick with central heat and air,
fireplace and 2,000 sq.
ft. of living area.
Large cypress deck on
'three sides. located on
large, excellent main
lake front lot. Built for
year around living.

e61,900.

479 tintte0

Want something
different? Then take a
look at a delightful
3
This
change.
bedroom, 2 bath home
offers a different
design.
rustic
Cathedral ceilings,
Franklin fireplace,
tasteful lighting,
natural wood great
room. Take a look
you'll like it. $47,900.

753-7411 (anytime)
For your vacation or
retirement living you
must see this lake
front home. It is
situated on a beautiful
lot
water-front
the
oveflooking
Cypress Bay area of
the lake. A glass. enclosed porch offers a
spectacular view of
.the water activities of
the lake. The house is
well equipped and
ready for immediate
The
occupancy.
floating dock will
provide a place to dock
your boat and also a
place from which to
fish. Call us for an appointment to see this
C.
John
home.
Realtor,
Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore St.,
Mdrray, 753-0101/7531
or call Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.
NICE OLDER home in New
Providence plus SO X 20
building for most any use.
Home includes 4 bedrooms,
living room, dining room,
bath and utility room. Home
sits on 3.4 acre lot and
building acroSt street also
acre tot. Home
sits on
seperate is $18,750 - building
is 515,000
Both together,
533,500 The , Nelson Shroat
Co 759 1707.

flJ

I

Profesuunal Serc it es
With The Friendly 'Touch"

WANT YOUR OWN
PRIVATE
PARK?
Then See This Wooded
1 acre lot in city with
lovely 3 bedroom
home,
aluminum
siding,
nicely
decorated,
electric
heat, glassed sun porch. Large garden
area. A Great Buy At
$32,500. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

Purdom Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Sourhude Court Square

ealwe

.

'WHAT/5 WRONG WITH OUR
ESENT HEALTH PLAN:'PLEASE
AY AS YOU LEAVE,AND' NO HOUSE
CALLS'?"

John Smith, Realtor

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
7518080

49. USED CARS
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BUICK
4-000R
BY OWNER ;" brick home 1961
near highschooli Carpeted LeSatire, small engine, extra
good
condition,
$225.
Phone
throughout, entrance hall, 3
bedroo,ms, 2 baths, living 753-8947 anytime.
room, family room with COLLECTORS ITEM, 1971
fireplace, kitchen with built Mark
I I I, loaded with
in range, disposal, dish- equipment and in good
washer, utility room with condition, $2000. Phone 354
built ins, attic storeage, 6691.
patio, 2 car garage, gas heat
and Central air. tow utilities.
1966 Mustang, V8,
Priced in 560'5. By ap
pointment only, 1715 Holiday
autcursatic transmission,
Drive, 753 5492.
power steering, Coll
DELUXE NEW 4 bedroom.
Bob Wynn 753-4333 or
21.'2 bath home in Canterbury
Priced to sell. Call 753-3900
753-2975.
for further information.
DREAM REALIZED: older
CHEVE,LE SS, 350,
charm
and 1973
home
$1200 753-7147.
spaciousness with new-home bucket seats,
comfort and convenience. In - 1975 CHEVROLET .FOUR
nice
neighborhood.
3-4 wheel drive automatic,
steering,
power
bedrooms, 2 baths, dining power
room, custom oak cabinet brakes, 53500 Can be seen at
Road.
Coldwater
806
master
kitchen,
large
suite, carpeted. FOR SALE
bedroom
1974 Honda
Central gas heat, energy Civic, asking $1600. Must
saving fireplace stove insert, sell! Can be seen at corner of
insulated, attic fan, 3 air 15th and Poplar.
conditiohers, all new elec, 1975 FORD GRAND Torino,
trical, new roof plus ar power and air, will take loan
tistically decorated and lots value, 51450. Call 489 2595.
of storage. Move in! Ilpper
530's, by owner, 753.7102. No 1974 GREML,N, 6 CYLINDER, automatic and air,
real estates please.
$1395. 1973 Plymouth Duster,
,
cylinder, automatic,
$ DOLLAR FOR Dollar S. 6
One of the best home values steering,' and air, 51275. Call
489-2595.
we have had to offer you
SPORT
LEMANS
many a day. Well kept brick 1976
ranch style home, 3 nice size Coupe.. Double power and
with
walk in air, 2bedrooms
60 V8 engine, gets exclosets, large living room, cellent mileage, 51950- Phone
kitchen, 354-6217.
fully equipped
.
family room. Bring your 1973 MONTE CARLO, 63,4/9
checkbook...you'll want to miles, power and air, factory
buy it. .536,500. Calf James mags,. best offer. Call 435for details. Guy Spann /540
Realty, 753.7724.
FOR SALE: basement house
and one acre on Highway
1972 Chevy Impala in
1346 Seven rooms, fireplace.
good condition. Call
easy to heat, 2 large out
753-9964 after 5 p.m.
buildings, 12 miles from
Murray, close to Kentucky
Lake. Must see to ap
Must sell.
preciate. Seen
by
ap
pointments only. (502) 437
4645.
MONTE
FOUR BEDROOM, 3 bath 1974
CARLO,
house for sale in Canterbury, midnight' blue with white
vinyl top, 47,000 miles,
by owner. Call 753-7223.
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2 loaded, in.-excellent condition.
Phone 767-2557.
baths. For more details call
1974
MONTE
753 5167.
CARLO,
NEW LISTING. 3 bedroom midnight blue with white
vinyl
top,
47,000
miles,
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with WB fireplace, 2 car loaded, in excellent. condition.'Phone
753-0905.
garage, central gas heat and
MUSTANG,
electric air, brick porch and 1974
tow
extra
mileage,
nice. Call 753patio, landscaped, kitchen
.
has many 'cabinets, built in 7997 after 4 pm.
dishwasher, disposal, utility 1971 PLYMOUTH FURY II,
room with W D connections, power steering, brakes, and
lots of
storage, walk-in air, FM radio, $400. Calf 753
closets.Low
560's. 5610.
Appointment only, 753 4133 1975
PONTIAC
BON
or (713) 526 1592. 3844 Lake
NEVILLE, 2 door, AM FM
St., Houston, TX 77098.
tape, electric windows,$1950.
QUALITY
CON •
753 4445
STRUCTION, traditional
design. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, -4411EINMEMEN.
1974 Buick Regal, exin
located
Gatesborough
Circle with extremely low
cellent condition, air,
utility bills, extra
large
AM-FM radio, must sell.
master bedroom, all built in
appliances, gas grill, electric
Call after 5, 753-9964.
air
cleaner,
power
Will consider reasonable
humidifier, gella windows,
R 19 plus invilation. Priced
offer.
in 560'S. 753475.
41111•111111.1.M111111118
TWO BEDROOM house on 1977 SILVER FORD
LTD
one acre lot, full basement, Landau, all extras, 30,000
1! 2 miles east of Altno. Call miles. Call 753.8921 after 4
753 6764 after 5 pm.
Pm.
47. MOTORCYCLES
1973
THUNDERBIRD,
1976 HONDA 550, 4 cylinder, EXCELLENT
condition,
2,400 miles, excellent. Call fully loaded, power and air,
753 7765.
asking $2650 Call 1 247 1765
1976 750 HONDA, LUGGAGE afters pm
rack, adjustible back rest, SO. USED TRUCKS
crash bars, farin. Will take 1978
DODGE
POWER.
best offer. Call 753 7997 after WAGON, short wheel base.
4 pm.
Ca11492 8531
125
YAMAHA
MOTOR
1972 Ford
FOR SALE
CYCLE, completely rebuilt, pickup,
motor,
390
5300. Call 753-1946.
automatic price $1100 Call
6pm.
after
9957
753
44. AUTO. SERVICE
FOR SALE
Set of Thun 1977 FORD PICKUP, 37,000
clerbird magi wheels.-Call 753 miles, good cOndition. 7533590 after 5 pm
1675 from 8 1,115 or 753 2615 or
i venings
75113 2495 ,

Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
153-8298

- 53. SERVICES OFFERED
53. SERVICES OFFERED
WILL HAUL driveway wnite
ELECTRICIAN
LICENSED
rock and Ag lime, also have
and gas installation, will do
any type of brown or white
plumbing, heating and air
Pea gravel
Call Roger
conditioning. Call 753-7203.
Hudson, 753 6763 or 753 4545.
MOBILE
HOME anchors
BASEMENT? We
underpinning, WET
and
make wet basements dry,
aluminum, in 3 colors, and
work completely guarenteect
fiberglass roots sealed. Patio
Call or write Morgan Con
awnings and aluminum
strut'ion Co., Route 2, Box
carports, single and double,
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
in colors Phone 753 1873.
call day or night, 1 442 7026.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP,
WILLIE'S
. INTERIOR.
PING, driveways and smelt
painting. Free
exterior
jobs a speciality, also patestimates. Call 759 1867 after
ching and seal coating. 7535 pm.
1537
WILL • PLOW and disk
FLAT
ROOFING,
or
gardens. 753 1973 or 753 3413.
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
experience Call 435 4173.
and remodeling around the
home. 753 2211 or 753 9600.
WILL .00 ironing in my
JAN
home. 753 7579.
Contractor
SS. FEED & SEED
Sys. Cc.
FORREST SOY bean seed
Specializing in removing
Call 435 4543.
water from under houses
57. WANTED
Engr. Work,
PAYING NEW higher rate
Caecrete Sidewalks
for silver coins, $4 50 for $1.00
Concrete reties
face. Kennedy halves 1965 69,
Storm Drub Coast.
75 cents Call Cooley in Paris,
(901) 642-5118.
Coscrete GAN S Gytterl
WANTED:
GOOD
used
•Quality Cantraled
tiller, lawn mower, couch
Contractors•
and dinette set. 759-1975.
Wayne Johnston 488-2:106
WANTED: SPARE parts for
Ronel Kirks 436-2319
66 or 67 Karmen Ghia. Call
7

Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.

Dunn's Electric
Commercial Residential
Free Estimates On Any Job
Large Or Small
436-2372
We, Danny and Twila Dunn would like
to announce the opening of Dunn's Electric. We are in business to serve people
honestly, economically,and efficiently.
As many of you know, my father is
William E. Dunn. He was employed by
the Calloway County School Board for 30
years and taught me the value of serving
people honestly.
Twila and I are looking forward to
working with anyone who needs electrical services.

--

Call Anytime
Day or Night

HOLIDAY WEEKEND SPECIALS__
2"!"

Enjoy the View...from this picturesque secluded
wooded setting. .4 bedroom lake home built by owner
for year round comfort.. living room and dining room,
2/
1
2 baths...2 large decks for family cook-outs. You'll
get many hours of enjoyment in this furnished
home.. Make an appointment today for your personal
showing.

Colonial Farm House.. This delightful home has warmth and charm in every corner-Built in 1918 and completely remodeled in '75...Kitchen-den combination
separated only by woodburning fireplace...3 or 4 lafge
bedrooms found only in homes of this era...2 baths very
attractively decorated. located in a peaceful, rural
setting. Come in and browse around, you may never go
home! Additional 90 acres available.

-

1.4

ip
,
tiloi

s

Would you like to look under thirty? Let us show you A Real Pleaser...Home pleases eye, price pleases
this 3 bedroom home,fenced backyard, double carport, budget! Charming family - oriented home convenient
near university and shopping.. Priced in the 20's. A to schools and shopping...3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central
gas heat.. Located in good neighborhood. See this
new listing you should check out today.
home by calling 75344927 --'

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
OW

NEW OFFICE HOURS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
HAIRCUT $2.00
FO, btrip.v1

This home is located
on a quiet residential
street and is priced at
only $37,500. Call today
for an appointment.
Phone 753-1222 for all
the information.

BUSHOGGING.
ROOF
.
repair and new roofing,
building tear downs, sum
merize houses, trailer roof
coating, if you need it we'll
probally do it Experienced
and guarenteed work 753
2418 between 8 am and 9 pm.
CONCRETE 8. BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 7535476.
CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting,
plumbing,
siding, patios,
aluminum
" small concrete jobs Call 436
2562 after 5 pm.
SI. CAMPERS
COMPARE AND save on
CAMPER TOPPER for long chain link fencing. Circle A
wheel base truck, insulated. Fencing. 753-8407.
Call 753-4366 after 4 pm.
CARPET CLEANING, free
21 FOOT TERRY, 1976, fully esjinsates,
satisfied
"'equipped, sleeps six, used references, V ibra.Vac steam
or
dry
cleaning. Call Lee's
Only 3 times. No equity. Pay
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827.
off balance. Call 436-2396.
27' VEGA. LOADED, like CARPENTERS
new, hitch included. 753-9920. AVAILABLE, quality work,
WE ARE your authorized realistic prices. Call for free
dealer for Monitar travel estimates, 753-9987 after 4.30
trailers by Holiday Rambler. pm.
See at Arrowhead Camper DO YOU
need stumps
Sales,
HIghwziy 80 E, removed from your yard or
Mayfield. 247-8187.
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
52. BOATS & MOTORS
below
the ground, leaving
36
FOOT
COLEMAN
houseboat, $8000. .Good only sawdust and chips call
condition, sleeps 6, 155 hp for free estimate, Steve Shaw
Chrysler 10 motor. 901-232 753-9490 or Bob Kemp 435
4343.
8666 or 901-232-8221.
15 FT. FABUGLASS boat, DRIVEWAYS AND parking
bass seats, 50 hp areas white rocked and •
with
Johnson, and trailer. Needs graded, brown and white pea
some work; tune-up and tire gravel. Free estimates.
repair. 2225 takes it all. Clifford Garrison, 753,5429
after 4 pm.
Nancy,753.9327.
16' HOBBIECAT SAILBOAT FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
with trailer and all ac
your
cessories. 753 3546 or 753 -tree estimates for
needs.
2372.
YOUR chain link
16' LOW PROFILE, bronze FOR
needs, contact
metal flag Marlin Runabout, fencing
Montgomery
Ward. Free
140 Mercury, Moody trailer
estimates. 753-1966.
and skiis, 52850. 492-8713.
SALE! SNARK Wildflower FOR YOUR garden breaking
sailboat, 11'7 foot, 3 adults, and discing, call 753-6123.
YOUR
hull 90 lbs., hull reinforced FOR
home
foam, unsinkable, with oars, alterations, repair, and
remodeling,
also new homes
sails, aluminum mast and
boom, takes 5 hp outboad. and commercial, call 753
Never in water. Cost, 51000, 6123.
now 5615. 753-5534,
GUTTERING' BY
Sears,
Sears continous gutters
53. SERVICES OFFERED
your
per
ADDITIONS, REPAIR work, installed
circulating
fireplaces, specifications. Call Sears
753-2310
for
free
estimates.
roofing, insurance work. Call.
Murray Remodeling. 753- INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
5167.
AIR COMPRESSOR land air heating and cooling bills
tools repaired. Sales, Parts, Call Seal-s, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
- -- _ _
Snd Service, 442-9396,
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
General home remodeling, patching, also seal coating.
framing, aluminum siding, Phone 753-1537.
gutters, and roofing. Call li •
395-4967 or 1-362 4895.
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
CARIDET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774,
54 L600, SIDES, GOOD bed,
good mechanically,
he"
dump bed, $900. Call 753 5463
or 753.0144.

1970 Ford Van.
Fully customized.
302 Cu. In.
engine. Good gas
mileage. 7536328.

901 .479-N16 494- 47i
South 1. ultoillenti

RATE
NE
"GP" FOR
"GREAT PRICE"
Put your family in this
attractive 3 bedrooni
home just listed with
Kopperud Realty. A
covered
breezeway
connects the house and
garage, and
the
backyard is fenced for

al
11-7.
fits.
ram
.hip
Call
I kinOp-

Ainley Auction I
Realty Sales

S3. SERVICES OFFERED

Saw

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:38ti1 5:00
PRICE SRAIIE $1.75

mre

,S

& Hese call Own. ad 751 3415
sae N,...Avow. ,40.•7 Neie Sorg**

Want to live like Royalty
on a Commoner's Budget?

Put MARBLE in that bathroom.

Take a closer look! Step inside and see this cheerful,
sunny 3 bedroom home that really is built on 4 different
levels. Fireplace and sun room adds to the warmth and
friendly atmosphere. Come and inspect this delightful
home.

It's fit for a king and will make her fcel
like a queen.
Even if you never have the title, you CAN
hove the MARBLE. You'll find it at

Thornton Tile
& Marble
'Quality that will Please'
61 2 South Ninth
753 5 7 1 9

Your Queen For A Day'.. . When you can clean your 3
bedroom 'ranch home, walk to your shopping and
return in record time. . . New on the market is this
redecorated home for under $30,000. Owner transferred. Assumable loan to eligible purchaser: Dial
753-1492 or call Glenda at 753-1499.

•

For Your Convenience

Open Sat. & Mon.

...We're Waking You Feel At Nome

9:00-5:00
Sunday & After Hours By Appointment
4

•

753- 1 492

1200 Sycamore

Breda Jones - 753-8221 Amos McCarty - 753-2249
Glenda Smith - 753-1499 Sandra McKinney - 753-63'52
Judy Johnston - 437-4446 Loretta Jobs - 753-8079
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Services Planned
At Baptist Church

Dr. Jerry Jones Speaker Sunday
At University Church Of Christ

Davis Predicts Moderate
Turnout On Tuesday

Rev. Dr. Roos To
Speak At Services

DR. FRANK KODMAN
professor of psychology, attended the Seventh Annual
Public Defender Training
Seminar held at the Ramada
Inn in Louisville. A section of
the program focused on
and
legal
the
both
psychological aspects of jury
selection in both civil and
criminal trials. The Conference was held on May
20-22. Recognition was
given to the new interdisciplinary role between
the attorney and the
Attendance
psychologist.
was by special invitation. Dr.
Kodman came to Murray
State in 1964. He teaches
courses in both psychology
and criminology.

The First Christian Church
By HERBERT SPARROW
time For one thing, there are will hear the Rev. Dr. David
Writer
ed
Press
tes."
Associat
candida
more
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
C. Roos, pastor, speak on
Dr. Jerry Jones, chairmar.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Just over 396,000 people "Love Practitioners" at the
will speak on -His Satanic
of the Bible Department,
says the current voted in the Democratic
Majesty" with scripture frprn Although he
a.m. services on Sunday,
Harding college,Searcy, Ark.,
been hard to get gubernatorial primary in May 10:45
"has
primary
a.n.
10:45
the
Luke 4:1-8 at
27.
May
will be the guest speaker at
services, and on "Being. We a pulse on," Secretary of State 1975 when Gov. Julian Carroll
Jim Boone will be the
the 10:30 a.m. services on
Have..Because" with scrip- Drexel, Davis predicts there defeated Todd Hollenbach.
Sunday, May 27, at the
worship leader with David
There are five major can- Daughaday and Corey Huie as
ture from Romans 5:1-11 at will be a moderate turnout of
University Church of Christ.
the 7 p.m. services on Sunday, Kentucky Democrats in didates in the Democratic candle lighters, Mrs. Corinne
The guest speaker will
May 27, at the First Baptist Tuesday's primary election. race for governor this year, McNutt as greeter, Del
speak to the combined adult
"It will not be heavy, but I
while Hollenbach is one of Fleming and Auburn Wells as
main
Church.
the
in
classes
think the turnout will be seven major candidates vying
do
of
deacon
n,
James Hamilto
auditorium at 9:30 a.m.
elders, and Voris Wells, Jim
the
Democratic Boone, Ron Cella, Darrel
the week, will assist in the moderate," Davis said for
Sunday.
Friday.
noniination for lieutenant McFerron, and Fred Wells as
services.
Dr. Jones received the B. A.,
Davis conceded there has governor.
directed
Choir,
degrees
Church
The
M.Th.
and
E.,
M. R.
deacons.
by Wayne Halley, minister of not been much interest in the
There also are crowded or
from Harding College and
The Chancel Choir will sing
many
areas
of
in
the close contests in three of the
music, with Joan Bowker as primary
Harding Graduate School. and
the antehrn, "Lord Thou Hast
organist and Allene Knight as state.
,races for the other statewide Searched Me Out.''
the Th.D. degree from new
However, he said he still constitutional offices, which
pianist, will present special
Orleans Baptist Theological
Emily Gore will be in
music at the morning service. feels between 40 and 50 per- traditionally draw much charge of the nursery.
Seminary.
The Men's Choir will sing at cent of the registered smaller vote totals than the
The speaker at the 6 p.m.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
J.
be
Democrats will turn out.
will
the evening hour.
Sunday
races for governor and a.in.
services on
"I feel it will fall between lieutenant governor.
Flowers for the sanctuary
Dr. Jerry Jones
T. Page.
W.
Mrs.
by
d
and 525,000 voters,"
on
furnishe
services
475,000
be
will
the
in
g
Davis said it is harder to
Assistin
Sunday will be Ernie Bailey, R. Perry and Mrs. Hall Davis said in an interview. gauge the Republican turnout,
Robert Hendon, Hamp W. McCuiston in memory of their "There will be more than last since the GOP races have not
Brooks, Wayne Williapis, Sill prents, Mr. and Mrs. IL.E.
been as hard fought-aa the
Boyd, Larry Wright, J. P. Kendall.
Democratic contests.
James
Parker, Willard Ails,
Sunday School will be at 9:30
outinued From Page One
Feltner, Harold Grogan, a.m. and Church Training will
Gear! Suiter, Rob Erwin,John be at 7 p.m.
any friends
doesn't have
The Rev. Harold B. Howard
Simmons, Freed Curd, David
operators. They
coal
are
that
be the guest speaker at
will
Roland
and
Thompson,
haven't given him a dime."
the 10:45 a.m. worship sern.
Goodgio
on
speak
will
Dale
John
Told of the claim the group
vices on Sunday, May 27, at
Nursery supervisors will be
-Three Great Questions" with
only friends of Lewis,
includes
Beth
the - --First Presbyterian
Farless
Rev.
Robert
scripture from II Corinthians Jeanette Suiter, Mary
The
he said,"No friend of fttchard
and
Church. His subject will be
13:4-6 at the services at 8:30 Hays, Debbie Gallagher,
to get out will speak on the subject,"Do
him
ask
wouki
Lewis
"The Uncertainties of Faith"
with
Hear?"
I
What
and 10:40 a.m., and on "All Teresa Ford.
Hear
You
with scripture from Hebrews
"Filling Vacuums" will be this race. A friend would want
Glory to King Jesus" ,with
scripture from the book of
subject of the sermon by their horse to finish the race."
the
11:1-16.
10:50
and
8:45
at
the
scripture from'Phil. 1:20-21 at
Hebrews
The caller on the tape
the Rev. Martin Mattingly at
.on Sunday, May
the services at.. 6 p.m. on
Rev. Hotvard will be
6:30 p.m. today refused to name any member a.m.. services
at
masses
the
First United
the
at
27,
Sunday. May 27, at the
g in the absence of the
speakin
of
ne
4:30
"Everyo
and
group.
a.m.
the
11
of
and
8
and at
Church.
t
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Methodis
the Rev. R. E.
pastor,
he
,"
St.
at
them is coal opeators
p.m. on Sunday, May 27,
Christ.
A moment of silence will be
the
is
who
Rabatin,
The Grace Baptist Church Leo's Catholic Church. His said at one/point, adding that
observed in memory of
ministerial delegate from
Assisting in the services will will hear the pastor, the Rev. scripture will be from John "a couple" were with him.
members who have died since
Western Kentucky Presbytery
be Jerry : Ainley, Jerry Bolls, R. J. .I3urpoe, speak at the 17:11-19.
A short time later, an
l Day of 1978,
Memoria
the
the annual meeting of the
to
the
took
Classes
Nicky Ryan, Gary Rowland, 10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
person
unidentified
The Church School
according to church officials.
General Assembly at Kansas,
Kim services on Sunday. May 27.
Spurlock,
Jim
and Adult Class will not meet phone and talked to BorAt the early service Larrie
City, Mo.
Weatherford, Mark Manners,
Dan Billington will direct on . Sunday, according to denkircher. 'Hello, I'm here
will sing .a solo, "The
Clark
Noah
Jones
,
Wright
Randy
the music with Dwane
with Terry and we're not
church officials.
The choir, directed by Lisa
Earth Is the Lord's."
Wheatley, Eddie Rogers, as organist and il Anita
with Rick McMannus as
Slater
has been about it. We're serious to
ement
will
Announc
The Children's Choir
Jamie Potts, and Garry Underhill as pianist.
death," he said.
guest organist, will sing the
program
annual
the
Was
of
Lord
made
The
"Now
sing
Evans. '
Sunday School will be at 9:45
Joy of Man's
He wauld not name himself
for
Unhappy" and "A Man . anthem, "Jesus,
as for pre-schoolers and
Bordenkircher's atdespite
Presiding for The Lord's a.m. with Hoyt Wyatt.
Desiring."
be
to
ia grades 1 to 8
the
at
students
Up"
things
Messed.
him to."You can
Supper will be Ed West,David superintendent.
held June 4 to 8. Classes for tempts to get
service. The Chancel
Ushers serving will be Al
Nursery workers will be
and see if he 10:50
man
the
out
feel
Wright. Lenith Rogers,
be
will
years
6
to
4
children
directed by Paul
Choir,
Hough, Kevin Geurin, and
Ray,
Hazel
n,
Workma
then
is,
he
if
Gail
and
Hill.
e,
Amos
and
agreeabl
is
Stafford Curd,
and
Shahan with Bea Farrell'as
Marvin Kline.
Downey, from 9 toll a.m. each day
Joe Garland and Glen B. Marie Outland, Dean
8 from 9 hell, we'll get on with the organist, will sing the anthem,
through
1
grades
for
.
Rickman
The youth group will meet at'
not,
Sylvia
he's
the
and
if
on
and
serve
,
will
program
Gibbs
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. each day.
"America The Beautiful."
7 p.m. on Sunday.
The flowers on Sunday will
a good conversation
had
Extension Department.
we've
Church School will be at 9:45
H.
Ursaline Sisters from Mount
that will be that," the a.m., the Youth Groups and
Teen nursery helper will be be in memory of Robert
. The Bible Study class on
Convent near and
Lola
Joseph
Mrs.
Saint
of
brother
.
Jackson
person said.
fied
Tracy LaMastus and special
unidenti
Philippians, led by Sallie Guy,
6
at
the Bible Study will be
. . Oivensboro - will teach the
class helper will be Marsha Hale, who died May 3.
will meet Wednesday, May 30, •
Lewis said he wants to know p.m., and the Children's Choir
and.
,
students
Prayer services and - youth grade schpol
nt about
importa
so
Turner.
at
is
7:30 p.m. in the church
"what
7
at
will present a program
7:30 Mrs\Flora Sautel will teach
Bible study will be at 9:40 study group will meet at
parlor.
getting Cox elected." He said p.m., all on Sunday.
.
choolers
the pr
p.m. on Wednesday.
a.m. Sunday.
Cox has spent a half-million
dollars in the race and now his
friends are trying to spend
more to get him elected.
Derrington said,"This is the
The Kenny Outland listed in a recent news story as
first time I ever tried to -help
involved in a court case is not the Kenny „Outland.
being
have
then
and
somebody
of
College Farm Road.
2106
29,
somebody screw it up."
know the insurance territory

John Dale Speaker
At Seventh And

Rev. H. B. Howard
Speaker Sunday

Lewis..,

Poplar Church

Rev. Farless Will
Speak Sunday At
Methodist Church

Catholic Church

NOTICE
EFFECTIVE MAT 15th, 15111
Residents of Kerrey mad Calloway Comity may dump
°wood
residential garbage fres of charge at the city
landfill IF:
1. Mere is a city stickor ON the VENICLE or
2. The rosidowt has a current city stiokor roosipt
with their drivers limbos,.
TNERE WILL BE A CNANSETO.A INSIVIIUALS DUMPING CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL OR TIRES AT TIE
CITY OWNED LANDFILL
Mailers for hire will he ceesidored Commereial,
easterners regardless of the material being dumped
and will be charged.

For Presbyterians

To Hold Services

Approved by the Public Works Committee of the City
of Murray Comm*. Commit May 111,

Grace Baptjsts To
Hear Rev. Burpoe

WHEN YOU NEED
A CLEAR VIEW
Of INSURANCE...

Memorial Church To
Hear Pastor Speak

Bob Nanney
Ins.
Representing
FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

753.937
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PRICES GOOD

SUN-MON-TUES
ONLY

a

ki_jiMoiMMIFAEU

OPEN

c 4.
g18140
OA-

SUNDAY
1 PM to 5 PM
MONDAY
10 AM to 5 PM
TUESDAY
9 AM to 6 PM

AA ila 33N
11 A •

CENTRAL SNOOPING CENTER

Nt'lAil_W .10

Ni E_Dt WOMAN

NE EIDE WOMAN

NE E Da WOMAN

NEEDL' WOMAN

Volunteer nursery worker's
will be Freddie and Peggy
Allgood and Kelly Thoma:,

C.

$1 99

•
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St. John Baptists
Plan For Services
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99 QUALITY

.p01.YESTER KNITS

.DOUBLF,KNITS
SINGLE KNIIs
.T-SHIRTS & FANCIES
SOLIDS&
*KNITTED CREPE
.SHEER KNITS
OTHERS
.PLUS MANY
liRREGULARS
MILL
SLIGHT
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4 50`
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Highway 64 1

South, Murray

NVINOAA ;ICI 3 3N
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The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church, will speak at
the 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
May 27, at the church. The
evening service will dismiss
early so persons may attend
the baccalaureate service at
Calloway County High School./
Milton Gresham, directorof
music, will direct the,„ng
service with Margaret l'Arilkals
as organist and Sharon Owens
as pianist. The Sanctuary
Choir will sing "Chariot of
Clouds."
The deacon of the week,
Starkie Colson, will assist in
the services. The Children's
sermon will precede the
special selection by the choir.
At the evening service
special music will be by the
Mixed Quartet.
Church Teaching with
Elbert Thomason as diiector
will be at 9-f40 a.m., and
Church Training with Bill
Zambella as director will be at
6 p.m.

otzi

STRETCH TERRY

seafood

Memorial Day

Pack

Corrections & Amplifications

We
like no one else around. We
Can offer you coverages such as
auto, homeowners, and health
protection at a reasonable
price . . . and back them with
prompt, fair claim service.

107 N 4th Murray

Captain D's.

NVAOAA d(331N

The , St, John's Baptist.
Church will give special
recognition to all senior
citizens at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service on Sunday,
May 27.
Dinner will be servod
following the worship Fr.lr: All
senior citizens are invited to
come and worship with us, arid
those who cannot come for
worship are invited to come to
eat, according to the Rev (..
E. Timberlake, pastor
For transportation
may call 753-2258
morning.

You get 12 pieces of fish,
11 hush puppies,
a pint of cole slaw,and
plenty of french fries.

The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct prompyy any errors
in fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news articles. That vs the purpose of this column To report an KM,or need

tor clarification please call 753-1518

1"
Save$the
family

when you feed

WILLIAM

FURCIIES
Qualified
Interested
Experienced
For
CITY COUNCIL
hilleinal Ad hild
v- A, Cmillilwe

11.

save $1430 at Captain D's
on the Value Pack
dor
Pr.h
coupon for SI ace(gam's Valve
,
;;K.
,tiit"Kagin-Li. KY

- •-•

VOTE FOR
0

ALDEN W. BARKLEY II
For
Commissioner of Agriculture

FASU GRAD
•
FARMER
•
VETERAN
•
CONCERNED
KENTUCKIAN
A HERITAGE OF INTEGRITY IN PUBLIC OFFICE
Paid for by Barkley for Comm of Agriculture, Tone Barkley, Trees , Ftt. 9, Bo2 724, Marion. Ky 42064

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.

Telephone
753-2617

